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Welcome to The Future Fire issue #30: that feels like a bit of a 

milestone, doesn't it? Looking over our back issues since 2005, we've 

certainly learned a lot about editing a magazine in that time. 
The other big news this month is that we're about to kick off another 

fundraiser for a themed anthology. TFF associate editor, and independent 

scholar of feminist science fiction, Kathryn Allan will be co-editing 
Accessing the Future, an anthology of speculative fiction stories that 

interrogate issues of dis/ability—along with the intersecting nodes of race, 

nationality, gender, sexuality, and class—in both the imagined physical and 
virtual spaces of the future. On August 2nd we'll be launching on Indiegogo 

to try to raise the money to pay authors a fair word-rate, offering loads of 

great perks as well as the opportunity to pre-order copies of the anthology. 
Watch our Blog, Twitter and Facebook pages for more news on that. If you 

can help, whether by supporting the fundraiser, boosting the signal, or in 

any other way, we'll be eternally grateful! 
This fabulous issue contains five great stories, stories that are beautiful 

and useful, stories that shake up what we expect of language, of society; 

that shock what we think it means to be human, to be alive, to be plugged 
into the world exo-brain; that question what we expect of the future, of the 

last frontier, of the new start. These stories are unforgiving of the power 

structures of the world, be they patriarchy, body normativity, unfettered 

“[Persistence] is a truth that applies to more than writing. It applies to anything 

that is important, but difficult, important but frightening. We're all capable of 

climbing so much higher than we usually permit ourselves to suppose. The 

word, again, is persist!” 

 — Octavia E. Butler 
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corporatism, or old élites; they are scathing of those who would use the 

excuse of race or cult or creed or identity or wealth to make war on other 

humans or on the planet itself; but they also show us the beauty of the 
world that can be, that is, that we are. 

This is what the finest stories do—and we want to see more of them. 

If you have an unforgiving heart for the ills of the world, but an eye for 
beauty in language, and you write fiction that is socially and politically 

aware, inclusive of all classes of people, especially the underrepresented 

and those at the intersections of disadvantage, why not try to write us a 
story that joins a classic speculative genre with an unexpected progressive 

theme? We want to read your postcolonial horror; your queer cyberpunk; 

your genderqueer space opera… 
Go on, shock us! 

 

Djibril al-Ayad, July 2014 
 

 

 

 
 

 
Comment on the stories in this issue on the TFF blog: 

djibrilalayad.blogspot.com/2014/07/new-issue-201430.html 
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The Man Who Watched the Stars 

Carol Holland March 
 

 
Illustrations © 2014 Cécile Matthey (cecilematthey.ch) 

 

A silver ship rose straight up from beyond Alamogordo toward the 
upper atmosphere. I watched it from my kitchen window. Only a few 

Tenarian ships were stationed at the base across the desert and it was rare to 

see one take off. I turned to tell Josh, but he had gone outside and was 
standing at the railing of the deck. Out of uniform, he looked like an 

ordinary man, tall and stocky, still handsome even with the deep lines 

around his mouth. I went out to join him. From the way he held his 
shoulders, I knew he wasn’t ready to sit down. 

“How long since you talked to him?” 

He shaded his eyes and squinted. “How long have I been here?” 
“Since yesterday.” After getting his frantic call as I was packing to join 

Karl in Switzerland, I took the flyer and picked him up in the California 
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desert near his base. What else can you do when the father of your only 

child tells you he’s in trouble? 

On our way back to New Mexico, we passed Zabriskie Point where we 
had camped when we were first married. Where we made love in a tent and 

nearly froze. Our eyes met as we flew over it, so I knew he remembered, 

but it seemed like at least a thousand years ago. When we got back to my 
house, he fell asleep on my couch and didn’t move for sixteen hours. 

He tried to smile. “Two days ago, they put me under house arrest until I 

signed the papers letting them off the hook.” 
“He’ll contact you.” 

“If he can. This silence is worse than all the crap the brass threw at me.” 

“Josh, has it occurred to you that they’ve had time to figure out where 
you are? It’s no secret that we’re friends. You. Me. Karl.” None of us were 

low profile. Karl was a senior aerospace engineer with the Terran 

Exploration Service. I met Josh when I was assigned as his co-pilot on the 
Luna run. 

“You don’t think they’re looking.” He sounded bleak. 

“I’m easy to find. So is everyone else you know.” 
“The threats could have been a bluff. They’re scared I’ll go public with 

the big secret about what the jump does to pilots.” 

“I can’t believe they’d put you in jail.” Not the most famous astronaut 
on the planet, the one who had made the first jump out of the solar system. 

“Not jail. A hospital. Very private.” 

It was hard to take in. Josh a prisoner because he’d survived the first 
hyperspace jump as co-pilot with a Tenarian. With all that now implied. 

“Have you talked to Karl?” 

“He calls. I haven’t told him anything.” 
“Paris knows I’d come here if I could. I gave him the coordinates.” 

“He’ll find you.” 

He bit his lip. 
“Why don’t you go for a walk? Work off some of that tension.” 

He looked out at the sand and mesquite stretching to the horizon. 

Nothing moved in the late afternoon heat. “I don’t want to miss anything.” 
“You have your phone.” 

He closed his eyes. “I expected him to…” 
“Fly in?” I was joking, but as his face tightened, I realized that was 

exactly what he did expect. “I didn’t know he had a ship that small.” 

“A shuttle. He could land it here.” 
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When I put my arm around his waist, he tensed. “He’ll contact you,” I 

said and hoped that I wasn’t lying. 

He pressed his lips against my temple. “I'll try that walk. Did you know 
Tenara is a desert planet?” Then he was gone, down the long flight of 

wooden stairs that led to the graveled area in back of the house. 

As I rattled around fixing dinner, I knew he was hiking out of sight of 
the house so he could watch the first stars appear. On Earth, he always 

watched the stars. When we were first married, we lived in a tiny house in 

Palmdale, and every night we sat in the backyard and watched the stars 
blink on. When we made love on our tiny patch of grass that I had to water 

every day to keep alive, I felt that distant light drawing him away from me. 

It was one of the things we fought about. He was gone a long time, and 
when he re-appeared, he looked as lost as a person can who is still walking 

and talking. 

“You have to eat,” I said after he sat staring at his food for about five 
minutes. “I thought you liked Thai.” 

He stabbed at a piece of chicken. “I do. It’s good. When did you learn to 

cook?” 
“After we broke up. Michael didn’t appreciate a mother who couldn’t 

make cupcakes for his class.” 

“I haven’t heard from him in months. I was hoping he might be 
somewhere close.” 

“He’s in Kenya. He went back to the clinic. He left when you were off-

planet.” 
“I’ve been a lousy father. I want you to know I’m aware of that.” 

“Michael adores you. He just doesn’t know what to make of you.” 

“No one does.” He looked over my head toward the window. “Listen, 
Tess, if they arrest me, there will be plenty of time to explain this to him, 

but if they don’t, things are going to move fast.” 

I had never seen him so vulnerable, but all the same, my anger rose. 
“You have to tell me, Josh.” 

He pushed away from the table and went out to the deck. I finished my 

wine and joined him. We sat on the old Adirondack chairs and looked up at 
the stars the way we used to. 

His hand found mine. “It happened on the first trip. It was a test run. No 
passengers. Just Paris and me in the command section. You’ve seen the 

pictures.” 

I nodded, remembering the media coverage of the first flight out of the 
solar system. A the time, it had seemed like a circus. 
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“You know how much I wanted to make the jump. When the Tenarians 

offered us the technology, I was the first guy in line. It’s what I was born to 

do, I always knew that, so I never asked about the consequences. Only, how 
does it work? And I saw Tenara. Briefly.” In the moonlight, he looked like 

his famous pictures. 

“You never said what it was like.” 
“I didn’t see much. We orbited for a few hours. Tenara is pretty empty, 

but there’s an inland sea surrounded by thick forests. That didn’t get much 

press. I guess the image of a desert planet is more exotic. They’ve 
engineered how to use the water they have, and they’re not overpopulated, 

so it works. I saw cities. Three or four, although Paris said there are more. 

The buildings looked like white domes arranged in concentric circles 
around green areas that he said were parks.” 

“And that’s where you want to be?” 

He laughed, an unpleasant sound. “I’d like to see it up close. Do I want 
to live there? Not really. There’s plenty of things I’d rather do if I had a 

choice.” 

“What if you went back to piloting the Luna route?” As soon as the 
words were out, I knew I had overstepped. 

His lips compressed. “You mean, if I behave myself, maybe they’ll 

forgive me for being the first guy to jump out of the solar system?” He rose 
and stalked to the other side of the deck. 

I took a chance. “I don’t want to lose you.” When he didn't respond, I 

looked over my shoulder. He was leaning on the wooden railing, looking 
up. 

“You and me, Tess, we’re alike.” His voice was hoarse. “We’re 

scientists. We solve problems, like we were trained to do. That’s what 
we’re good at. This is something else.” 

“Tell me what it is.” 

“The jump changed me. I told you about Paris, and you’re the only one 
who hasn’t had some damned judgment to make. Not that I’ve told that 

many people.” He exhaled as he came and sat beside me. Now I was staring 

at the stars. 
“I thought it was a fluke at first. Some kind of buried impulse. Which 

would have been fine. But after the same thing happened to two other 
teams, we knew it was the jump that was doing it. They huddled about it for 

over a month. Then, last week, they fired us all. Ordered all three Tenarian 

pilots off Earth. When they jump again, I’d bet real money only women 
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will be in the co-pilot seats. At least until Tenara sends us some female 

pilots.” 

“That’s ridiculous. We’re not living in the dark ages.” 
“Tessa.” 

“What?” I was crying and furious. 

“You remember what the military’s like. You’ve seen the Tenarians.” 
I had. On the vids. “What’s the difference? Your feelings are real. I can’t 

believe something couldn’t be worked out.” 

He shook his head. “Astronauts in love. It doesn’t play.” 
“When does Paris have to leave?” 

He swallowed. “Soon. The Tenarians don’t like conflict. They will 

comply.” 
“What about the other co-pilots?” 

“I can’t reach them.” 

“You’re worried.” 
He rose and started to pace. “Of course I’m worried. About Michael. 

About you. But the truth is, and God help me for saying it, mostly I think 

about what will happen if he doesn’t show up.” 
I knew then that he was lost to me. 

All the hope that had bloomed on Earth with the strange, friendly aliens 

who claimed to be long-lost relatives offering us technology we had only 
dreamed about came down to this. Josh and Michael and me. Two of us 

sitting on my deck in the middle of the night. One of us expecting to be 

arrested. 
The Tenarians had been with us for three years, and it had taken much of 

that time for them to learn our languages, for not enough of us could learn 

their telepathy. I remembered how many psychics had volunteered to try to 
communicate with them. I supposed a few had been successful, for all the 

active astronauts were tested for telepathy when the Tenarians said they 

were ready to show us the drive. Even so, from what had transpired, it 
seemed the nuances of human speech had eluded them. 

Josh and I looked at each other across endless space. 

“He’ll come.” 
“You don’t hate me?” 

“Never. But I would like to hear about that jump.” 
He looked pale in the moonlight. I thought he was going to stay silent, 

but then he started talking, without looking at me. “They shield the 

passenger compartments of their ships with an insulating material from 
Tenara that blocks the effects of the jump so only the pilots experience it. 
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That’s how pervasive it is.” He sighed. “As soon as the Tenarian drive 

kicked in and we went into hyperspace…” He stopped, remembering. “It’s 

funny, I knew from the first moment that my old life had ended. It was that 
intense. The mistake everyone made was thinking the drive was the key, 

but the real skill is with the pilots. The Tenarian drive bends space, just like 

we thought, but without the pilot's input, we’d end up who knows where? 
The Tenarians are amazing navigators. They do it all with their minds.” 

“Do you know how?” 

He shook his head. “I did, but now it’s faded. Then, during the jump, all 
the signs that told me who I was, vanished. It was like dissolving. And 

we—Paris and I—we became one person. Somehow, we blended together. 

Our atoms interpenetrated, which doesn’t make any sense, but I swear it 
happened. I could see through his eyes. I saw the cosmic gates the 

Tenarians use to navigate. I saw the huge complexity of space that our 

human minds can’t perceive. For those few moments, we became 
something else. And that’s what the jump is. That’s what nobody 

understood. It was like riding on a huge ocean wave. 

“When Paris found the right gate, he did something with his mind, and 
the wave crashed. I don’t know how, but I guided the ship through. It felt 

like I held the whole damned ship in my arms. Like everything was inside 

me. And then we were through the gate and circling Tenara, just like we 
orbit Luna or Mars.” 

He looked to the east where the first hint of dawn would light the 

mountain ridge. “It was humbling.” 
The reverence in his voice didn’t sound like him. 

“When we separated, I remembered what it was like to be him, and he 

remembered what it was like to be me. When he told me the change was 
permanent, I didn't care.” He shrugged. “Didn’t even object. I’ve never felt 

anything that came close to it. We can’t, as long as we’re stuck in our 

separate bodies. It was… well… I guess I don’t have the words.” 
I reached for his hand. “It sounds perfect.” 

“You do get it.” He sounded relieved. 

“Maybe a little.” 
“Thanks, Tess.” He yawned and slid down in his chair. I didn’t say 

anything else. He had never told me how his bond with Paris had happened, 
and it was a lot to take in. I looked at him and saw that he was falling 

asleep. When his eyes closed, I left him there and went to bed. When I 

came downstairs the next morning, he was sprawled on Karl’s big chaise. 
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I started the coffee, and was thinking about making an omelet, when 

Josh called out with an urgency in his voice that propelled me to the door 

with a dishtowel in my hand. He stood at the railing, still and rigid, staring 
up at the pale blue sky. 

“Something’s coming.” 

I dropped the towel and opened the door. A black speck was descending 
from the south. It could be anything. A chopper from the base or a medical 

evac shuttle. Josh’s right arm closed around my shoulders. His gaze didn’t 

waver from the black speck. When it resolved into an elliptical shape 
without a propeller, his nails dug into my arm. 

“I don’t hear anything.” 

“It has an internal engine. Very light. Only good for short distances.” 
The craft was constructed of a dark blue material that sparkled in the sun 

as it landed on the sand a hundred yards away. Josh’s breathing was 

audible. The door to the craft opened. A tall, dark-clad, hooded figure 
emerged. Josh grabbed the wooden railing with both hands. 

This was it. I had never met a Tenarian. I had never greeted an alien who 

was my ex-husband’s lover. Then I got a taste of Tenarian telepathy as a 
gentle whisper settled into my mind. A greeting. 

“Is that Paris?” Such an odd name, but all the Tenarians had chosen 

names from Earth’s literature when they realized humans could not 
pronounce their language. Their primary spokesperson called himself 

Cyrano. 

Josh flashed me the familiar grin I remembered from our youth. “I’ll go 
down.” 

I raised a hand to answer the greeting. “Does he like coffee?” 

Josh hadn’t heard my question. He ran down the stairs and across the 
graveled area onto the sand. The dark figure stood still. When Josh reached 

him, they faced each other. Josh must have mastered telepathy, for neither 

of them seemed to speak. The Tenarian was so much taller, Josh looked 
like a child beside him. When he raised a hand and pushed back the hood, 

revealing his long narrow face, translucent white skin, and frizzy white hair 

hanging past his shoulders, I inhaled. 
Whenever I saw a Tenarian’s face on a vid, it surprised me. Humanoid, 

the media said. Besides the fact that Tenarians had two arms, two legs and 
the same external sensory organs we do, they do not look like relatives. Yet 

when they speak, they sound like very formal humans. 
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After Paris removed his hood, Josh moved closer. The Tenarian lowered 

his head. Josh raised his. Their foreheads met in a gesture so intimate that I 

turned away to check on the coffee I didn’t think anyone would want. 
Paris had to duck to enter the house. He extended his six-fingered hand. 

It felt cold. I noticed the long, dark-silver fingernails, the etched gold rings 

on every finger. 
“Thank you for helping Joshua,” he said in that slow, formal speech. 

“Please sit down. What can I offer you to drink?” 

He looked at me with huge yellow eyes that made me shiver. “I have 
grown accustomed to your coffee.” 

 

 
Illustrations © 2014 Cécile Matthey (cecilematthey.ch) 

 

I brought the cups, and we all sat at the kitchen table. Josh and Paris 
were looking at each other so intently I could almost hear the words passing 

between them. 

“We were concerned about you,” I said. 
Paris turned his yellow eyes on me. “I have made a…” He looked at 

Josh. 

“Bargain,” Josh supplied. “He refused to leave until they agreed to let 
me choose,” he said to me. 

My hands were trembling. “I believe in choice.” 
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“My family thanks you,” Paris said. 

“Your family?” 

Paris nodded. “On Tenara, we live in family units. When a permanent 
partnership is created, the family… rejoices.” He closed his eyes as he 

translated his thoughts. “When I came here, I did not pilot the ship because 

I was not yet attached. We hoped that partnership between humans and 
Tenarians would renew the ancient bond. We… diverged from you long 

ago, but never… forgot. It was… joy to find your species again.” He looked 

down at the red tablecloth. “Dissension was not intended.” 
“Of course not.” The Tenarians were, by all accounts, a peaceful and 

collaborative race. “But I have wondered if you knew what would happen 

when you accepted humans as co-pilots.” 
Paris bowed his head. “We did not comprehend your culture or language 

enough to… predict the… concerns. To us, it is normal.” 

“The word translated as ‘partner’ was the problem,” Josh added. 
The force between them was palpable. I went to the window. The little 

blue ship sparkled in the sunlight. When I looked back, they were staring at 

each other again. 
“I will miss him. As will our son.” 

With a visible effort, Paris looked away from Josh. “A solution… is 

possible. I offer you and your son passage to Tenara. The ship leaves 
tomorrow but there is time to find your son. There would be no danger. The 

jump affects the two pilots only. I would be… honored by your presence. 

You would be… esteemed members of my family.” 
His words ricocheted in my head. Michael loved being a doctor. He had 

never left Earth. He had never even taken a shuttle to Luna. I thought of 

Karl and the life we had built together. It wasn’t passionate, the way Josh 
and I had been, but it was real. When tears gathered in my eyes, I ran out 

the door onto the deck. 

The screen door had barely slammed when Josh’s arms enfolded me. I 
buried my face in his shirt. 

“It’s a lot to take in. And there isn’t much time, but if you came it would 

be…” 
“What are you saying? You want me to climb into a space ship and go 

live on another planet so you don’t have to feel bad about leaving?” 
“That’s not why.” 

“Oh, shut up, Josh. This is hard enough.” 

I pulled away and stood at the railing that faced north so I couldn’t see 
the shuttle. I didn’t have to look to know that Paris was at the door. When 
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my breathing slowed, I faced Josh. “I love you. I always have. But I have a 

life. A career. A husband. And Michael loves his work. He would never 

leave Earth.” I turned to Paris. “I appreciate the gesture, but we cannot 
come.” 

He nodded and retreated into the kitchen. 

Josh took my hands. “I didn’t know passengers were an option. It was 
more likely that he wouldn’t come at all.” 

“I realize that, Josh.” 

“Tess?” He was asking for something. Forgiveness. Absolution. Damn 
you, I thought. But it was all I had to give. 

“Why don’t you call Michael? Let him hear your voice before you go.” 

His face cleared. “I’ll do it now.” He sat on the chaise and dialed the 
number. I watched a jackrabbit elude a hawk. Then Josh was touching my 

shoulder. “He’s traveling to another clinic. No way to reach him until 

tomorrow.” 
I turned to face him. “I can’t explain all this myself. Go inside and make 

a recording. I’ll call him and then I’ll send it to him.” 

He looked relieved again. “Thank you.”  
“If there’s any way to let us know you’re okay, you will, right?” 

“Promise. If I can’t use the regular channels, I’ll find a way to contact 

Karl.” 
I smiled at the thought of Karl explaining to the Secretary why he was 

getting private communications from Tenara. “Go out the front. I’m going 

to stay here.” 
He embraced me. His chest was hard against my face, his scent strong. 

“This isn’t good-bye. When the fuss dies down, I’ll come for a visit. Maybe 

you’ll come to Tenara.” 
“Sure. I love to travel.” 

He kissed me once, hard, like he used to. Then I was alone. The door 

slammed.  
I leaned against the rough textured outer wall and closed my eyes. 

The screen door creaked. 

Paris was there. Did I imagine that the yellow eyes were sad? 
He extended his cool white hand. “Thank you.” 

“Be careful. He is the father of my son.” 
“He is… beloved.” 

“Of course. But be careful.” 

“I guard him with my life.” 
“Godspeed. To both of you.” 
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He made the odd stilted bow that seemed to signify deep feeling among 

the Tenarians. Then they were both gone. The silent house felt suddenly 

alien. 
When the blue shuttle rose straight up into the clear desert morning, I 

watched as it climbed into the cloudless sky and headed south. After it 

arrived at its destination, a silver ship would carry them to a place I would 
probably never see. I watched the shuttle until it was just a black speck in 

the vast sky, and even after it disappeared, I watched a little longer. 
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Phantom 

Hearts 
David Gallay 

 

 
Illustrations © 2014, L.E. Badillo (elbad.deviantart.com) 

 

Boredom spasms across the skin of my hands, shooting my fingers up to 

my naked temples, where they wiggle around like baby octopi. Sophie 
warned me this would happen when I ditched my Looks, digits moving on 

their own, little zombie creeps. She already lost a dare with Ella last 

quarter, going only three weeks without her Looks before succumbing to 
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the inevitable, reasoning that she simply couldn’t keep up with her school 

work without the alarms and schedules and that most of the assignments 

didn’t have printing rights. She spent all weekend catching up, taking 
breaks to shotgun hearts for all the stuff she missed, like my birthday. 

Ella hadn’t forgotten, of course. Awkward, showing up at the door with 

flowers, daisies. Itchy squelched from the kitchen, ooh, she likes you, are 
you dating? Shut up, I’m not dating anyone, what does that even mean? 

Itchy watches too many old movies with milkshakes and roller skates. 

Anyways, that’s when Ella offered me the same dare and now I’m into my 
second week without Looks, and it’s concert night so, yeah, probably bad 

planning on my part. I can see them right now, a curve of translucent plastic 

hiding under a pile of orange-foil candy wrappers and dead flower petals. 
Hardest part is waking up, actually taking it out of the drawer and then 

forcing myself to drop it. Sophie thinks Ella will always win, rumor is she 

grew up in some deadzone with crap signal, like the Ozarks or Alaska. She 
tells me this in person in the school parking lot, while we’re waiting for our 

parents to collect themselves, and I carefully hide my surprise because 

we’ve barely spoken in the past few months. 
“By the end of the month, I felt like I was floating,” Sophie says, 

squinting at some invisible digital horizon over my head. Her Looks pulse a 

slow, passive blue. “I swear, Cara, my feet weren’t touching the ground. I 
forgot who I was, I didn’t exist. I may have actually turned into a cloud.” 

“Come on, it’s not that bad,” I say. I don’t mention how I tend to slip 

into daydreams. A few days ago I was in Calc staring at the worksheet and 
just kind of fell into it, and by the time I pulled myself out the classroom 

was empty. 

“Only Day Nine,” she reminds me. 
Inside the car, Mom keeps adjusting the antennae bead on her drone. 

Dad’s already taken Itchy inside to give her plenty of time to tune her cello 

so she can knock the pegs an octave flat again. I’ve only heard her practice 
a few times, but I guess at this age it doesn’t matter—the teacher will turn 

on the melody backfill on their pads so you’d really have to be listening 

carefully to hear when they start to squeal their bows and bludgeon the 
notes. For fourth graders it’s not really about the music, it’s about being on 

stage and letting your parents grab that perfect clip for their rolls so that 
friends and grandparents throw them a few hearts before slipping onto the 

next Russian car crash or some stranger’s kitten tripping over a spoon. 

I rap my knuckles on the window. 
“Mom, come on, you can do this inside. It’s getting late.” 
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“No, it’ll be too dark. Damn it, I think I smudged the lens again. Hold 

on.” 

It feels like an hour has passed before she manages to clean the drone’s 
lenses to her satisfaction. Sophie’s already gone in. I don’t know what time 

it is, but the sun has gone from white to honey, spinning out thick, long 

shadows. I blink to take a picture before I remember and the lack of fake 
camera clicks makes me a little nauseous. We wind our way between the 

rows of purring electric minivans, my violin case only hitting metal a few 

times, never hard enough to leave a ding. Mom cradles the new drone in the 
crook of her arm like a baby. 

The auditorium lights have already dimmed half-way, the screen above 

the stage proudly announcing the Franklin Heights Autumn Concert, Only 
Class C Drones Please, sensors and bandwidth provided by Verizon. Mom 

pings Dad out of the crowd. He waves to us and points to the empty seats 

on either side of him. I scan the balconies for Sophie but it’s Ella’s face that 
jumps out at me. 

“I’m heading up there. I’ll see you afterwards.” 

Mom glances towards Dad and then up to the balcony, and I get a 
terrible notion that she might want to join me. I think Dad’s been rubbing 

her nerves a bit weird lately since he postponed our annual Nha Trang 

pilgrimage for a full body screening. Fine with me, I’m getting too old to 
play in the sand with Itchy and I’m really not in the mood to expose my 

pale New Englander stomach to legions of bronzed Vietnamese surfer 

demigods. Mom does international triathlons to relax, so she’s never been 
quite as keen on Dad’s sudden bursts of hypochondria. Things were getting 

weird so I hoped Ella’s dare would be the distraction I need. 

“Sure,” she says, unable to find a suitable excuse to leave Dad all alone. 
“Can’t wait to hear you play!” 

Then she’s gone and I’m untethered and clomping up the stairs. Ella 

already has her violin out. It’s made of real wood, chipped along the edges, 
fingernail scratches up and down the neck. She bought it from some guy on 

Craigslist before her parents could go and print the model recommended by 

the school. Saved thirty dollars, so, big deal. I can’t tell the difference. She 
says she can. I asked her if it was like playing a tree she said you would 

know and I didn’t know but I laughed it off anyways. 
Ella carefully sets her instrument down and tries to smooth spiderweb 

creases from a sheet of paper. I peek over her shoulder and see it’s a 

handwritten copy of Symphonie fantastique, each line and note transposed 
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in pencil. I wonder how long it took her to do that and feel a warm flush of 

admiration and jealousy. 

“You know there’ll be pads on the stands, right? It’s not using a Look, 
so by your own rules it technically doesn’t count.” 

“Still counts to me. I made another copy if you want it.” 

The paper she hands me has only one crease, perfectly even down the 
center. Each quarter note is a solid black oval; each half note is an 

unblemished circle, not a single stem askew. A sarcastic joke about her 

printing it out rolls to the edge of my lips and I swallow it back, trying 
really hard not to be that type of person anymore. 

“Thanks,” I say. “It’s amazing. Seriously. I wish I had the patience.” 

She blushes and goes back to tuning her violin, plucking each string up 
to her ear. 

The auditorium lights pulse, once, twice. A bandwidth padlock blinks on 

the screen. Everyone has whatever they will get, everything else will be 
held back by the school, budget cuts, thank you for your patience. A few 

grumbles in the crowd, people too late to sign in or with hacked Looks or 

phones that are too old and stupid to crowdshare. The lights dim to warning 
indigo and I involuntarily grab the armrests. Even though I’ve seen it a 

hundred times I still get vertigo as all of the drones simultaneously rise up 

from the audience, schools of spooky quiet squids and orbs and trapezoids, 
matte black shadows like floaters in your eye fluid. They dart around, 

searching for the best viewing angles, jockeying for position in their few 

yards of allocated airspace. They politely nudge and loop around each 
other, gel into synchronized orbits over the conductor’s podium. 

Somewhere out there is Mom’s pet spy, a budget dual-rotor tossball she 

found in a Costco end cap. Imagine it’s attempting to center Itchy’s mop of 
teased hair and unfocused emerald eyes softened by two generations of 

Pennsylvanian dads. Most people couldn’t guess that me and her are 

related. I look more like Mom, a retrograde Japanese ink drawing, all sharp 
corners. 

“You all right?” Ella asks. 

“Sure,” I lie. If I had my Looks, they’d automatically mask the drones, 
edit them out of the room. I try not to focus at them, steer my attention to 

the sheet music instead. I recite the notes in my head as the screen 
announces that ambient noise is finally at an acceptable level and the lights 

dim again, spotlights swing over to the podium. Mr. Eckerd has run 

elementary strings since before I was born, he knows that this performance 
isn’t about the music or latent talent, but about the kids being on stage and 
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their parents being forced to actually observe them, even if it has to be 

mediated through radio signals and sapphire lenses. He makes sure that the 

only outside net access allowed is for emergency protocols and the regular 
license pings the music pads have to make back to their publisher. No 

browsing, no chatter, no heart checks. That’s probably why the parents 

keep squirming in their seats, giving the auditorium an even more 
underwater feel, kelp and crabs. 

Mr. Eckerd raises his baton. The tablets on the music stands obey and 

flicker to the first piece, Seranade. Bows go up, poke their stand mates. 
Baton goes down, the notes on the pads start to bounce and the air 

shimmers with that first, tooth-grinding squeal of too much pressure, too 

little rosin, zero rhythm. 
“Yikes,” Ella says. 

“You try listening to it while you’re running through logic drills. Didn’t 

you say you have a brother something?” 
“Older bro,” she says. “At college.” 

“Cool.” I’m trying to imagine a beefier, male version of Ella, maybe 

playing basketball, no, he’s tossing a Frisbee across the quad of an 
anonymous pastoral campus, smiling, teeth big and white. Then it’s Ella I 

picture, sitting in the grass, hunched over to draw a perfect treble clef, her 

skirt drawn up to her hips… shit. Stupid indiscriminate hormones, stop it. 
The night before I gave up my Looks, I went private and googled 

“platonic infatuation.” I opened two tabs and then turned it all off. 

A drone buzzes over my head. I check to see if it’s Mom checking up on 
me, but it’s an expensive iPod, the kind with carbon struts and ceramic 

scaling. I could hit it with a hockey stick and it wouldn’t even flinch. It 

hovers above me, then over to Ella. I poke her and point it out. 
“Know it?” I ask. 

She does a quick glance up and shrugs. “Nope.” 

Seranade finishes with a stray pluck and the parents applaud. The drone 
dips down, almost touching Ella’s hair, before rejoining the others. My 

stomach goes squishy and I’m glad my Looks are on my dresser otherwise 

I’d be pinging that drone over and over again trying to find out the owner. 
Now it’s Yankee Doodle, cue for another warbling Patriotic medley. 

Just beyond the music, I hear a thumping sound. Sneaker against metal. 
“Did you hear that?” 

Ella looks over at me. “What?” 

“I don’t know. Something knocking.” 
She smiles. “Knocking on your chamber door?” 
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“What?” 

“Never mind.” 

My skin tingles. I think my Dad takes anti-anxiety meds. I wonder if that 
would be cheating? I could probably blow past a month, two months with 

the right chemical assistance. Give them up all together. Move out to a 

farm, raise chickens, paint in oils. Mom would send me chatter and I would 
never know it. How awesome would that be? 

Ella grabs my elbow. 

“I’m going to sneak out for some popcorn. Want to come with?” 
Does she even know my sister is playing now? Did I tell her? 

“No, I’m good.” 

Before I have the chance to reconsider and regret, she’s gone, taking two 
steps at a time until she hits the ground and slides out of the theater in a 

slice of light. I’m try to focus on the music in my hands but the notes keep 

moving, dark tadpoles wiggling away from my grasp. And every time I 
think I have it, another thud vibrates through the floor and up into my 

calves. I whip around to throw a glare at whatever kid, whatever boy, keeps 

kicking the seats, but they’re all a few rows above me and won’t see me 
through their Looks. Just like the squeals of the kids on stage and the 

drones swirling overhead, I’ve been edited out and replaced with something 

that I’d rather not think about. One of them sticks out his tongue and 
pretends to lick something. The others laugh. 

That’s a hint if there ever was one. 

I follow Ella’s path to the doors, scanning for my parents one more time 
as I escape. All I see are hairy knuckles lingering on Mom’s back, tapping 

to the janked rhythm of a couple dozen uncoordinated nine year olds. 

The heavy doors slam closed behind me and it’s as if the auditorium 
doesn’t even exist. Guilt spins me around and I start to turn around, but I 

push it down and get it under control. I remember being Itchy’s age, 

desperately trying to keep up. I assumed everyone in the audience could 
pick out every awful squawk I made. Of course now I realize it’s all just a 

mash of sound and your lucky if your own parents can even get clear shot 

in their Looks, let alone filter a single instrument out from the chaos. It 
really doesn’t matter if I’m there or not. 

My nose leads me towards the smell of fresh popcorn, totally expecting 
to run into Ella coming back the other way, her fingers coated in salt and 

butter. No, they would be clean. Not sure how, but they would be; pink and 

scrubbed. She would buy too much to eat and offer me the rest and we 
would dance around it and then I would surrender and scarf them down. 
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The familiarity of the prediction feels good, like running a simulation, like 

actually being in control. Except Ella’s not out here. The hallways are 

empty, and the rented popcorn machine sits on a fold-out table, unused. A 
deep red heat lamp warms the kernels as if they were incubating eggs. The 

touchscreen flashes simple icons for salt and butter. Paper bags are 

haphazardly scattered to the side, some fluttered to the floor. No one further 
down the hall and or back the way I came. 

“Ella?” 

My voice echoes off the empty bulletin boards, the black glass of 
powered down monitors, the steel honeycombs of sophomore lockers. The 

tail syllable of her name returns to me, distant and confused. La? La? The 

constant encouragement to pile extracurriculars onto my résumé has given 
me plenty of opportunities to be stuck at school after hours, the difference 

being that I always have my Looks and these bare walls should be 

shimmering with life, every square inch filled with motivational posters and 
behavior reminders and the countless Photoshopped close-ups of eyes and 

flowers by first year art students, each one with a note begging for hearts 

and only the prettiest kids getting them. 
In the naked real, the school is actually a furiously banal structure, 

hollow and unfinished, and it seems weird that I even recognize it at all. If 

someone kidnapped and blindfolded me, could I guess where I am? Maybe, 
by the hints of it in the fundamentals, in the bones. But probably not. 

Behind me, a thud, a scrape. Something dense, like a jammed machine 

in the walls. 
I give into my weaknesses and reach for the popcorn machine, when a 

vicious crash jolts my hand away. I stumble backwards and it happens 

again, worse this time, a terrible, rending sound, erupting from every 
direction at once. It goes on forever; it feels like the building is being torn 

apart from the inside. As I press my thumbs to my ears and close my eyes, 

it stops. 
Out of habit, I broadcast a confused “what the heck!” subvocal to my 

friends, and my ears chirp as someone instantly tosses a heart back. It takes 

me a few seconds to realize that no received my exclamation—it lived and 
died in my throat, unheard. Sophie tried to explain it to me once, phantom 

hearts when people forget they aren’t wearing their Looks. I can feel my 
cheeks flush with embarrassment. 

Around the corner, a door slams. 
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I’m such an idiot. Of course, Ella went to the bathroom. You’d think I 

knew the codes by now. I break into a sprint, thanking god I didn’t actually 

grab any popcorn. We’ll get back in plenty of time. 
Oh. What? This isn’t right. Think. Should there be a bathroom here? No. 

I’m thinking of the other side of the school. The only doors here are the 

ones leading outside to the teacher’s parking lot. It could still make sense, if 
Ella went outside. She’s from the country, maybe some sort of claustro-

phobia hit and she needed some air. I lean on the handle to check, but it 

doesn’t budge. Are these doors always locked? I don’t know if I’ve ever 
used them. I look around for a release button, a scanner, anything. I push 

the handle again, put all of my body into it in case it’s not used to being 

manhandled. Nothing. Through the security glass, I see the empty lot, and 
beyond that, the edge of the woods that backs up against the school. It’s 

grown dark and I can only make out the trees by the slashes of coppery 

illumination from the nearby streetlights, the trembling shadows of their 
branches spilled across the pavement. 

Ella couldn’t be out there. She’d be locked out. That’s something I’d do. 

She’s smarter than that. 
Heat throbbing in my face, I run back the way I came, past the popcorn 

machine, hesitating for only a moment at the auditorium doors. I shoulder 

them open a crack and immediately assaulted by a lilting, out-of-tune 
arrangement of Ode to Joy. My eyes first find the empty seats where Ella 

and I should be, then drift over to the other empty seat next to my parents, 

where I kind of wish I was. They aren’t even looking at the stage now, just 
whispering to each other. Dad has his Looks on his lap. Are they upset? 
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Someone in the audience spins around to see who is letting the light in 

and I let the doors swing shut before anyone sees me. 

Chirp. Another delusional heart. Thanks, brain. 
Since I’m over here anyways, I duck into each bathroom. They are 

freshly scrubbed, thick with chemicals. Over the sink there’s a faded sticker 

reminding to Always Wash Your Hands, one of the few capitulations to the 
Look deprived. I peek under the stalls. All of them empty. I even venture 

into the boys room, tiptoeing past the urinals. Catch myself in the mirror, a 

stranger in black and white. I could be a boy, there’s barely a difference in 
a glance. I turn and face the urinal and my feet bounce off the tiles as the 

building shudders, the walls groan and it feels like they are going to 

collapse, as if the framework holding them up is being crushed under a 
giant hand. They don’t have earthquakes in Pennsylvania, do they? I lurch 

out of the bathroom even as the noise grows louder, turning from 

something mechanical into something organic, almost human, a cry of pain, 
of tortured agony and then I realize I’m the one doing it, whimpering like a 

struck puppy. 

Stop it. I bite down until the shaking stops. I look up, expecting the see 
cracks in the monitors, dust falling from the ceiling. But there’s nothing but 

silence. 

And this is only Day Nine. Except Sophie’s wrong, it doesn’t feel like a 
cloud. Not at all. I don’t know what the hell she’s talking about. 

The green EXIT sign hanging over the main doors beckons me towards 

them. Outside I can see the entire lot, there’s our car, maybe we forgot the 
lock the doors and I can crawl inside and turn on some music, good music. 

Collect my thoughts and return in time for my performance, no one would 

even know. Yes. This is a good plan. I push against the door expecting to 
be greeted by a rush of cool autumn breeze, the smell of fallen leaves, 

constellations peeking through the smog, and instead receive the hard slap 

of security glass against my nose accompanied by a dizzying cartilage 
crunch. Warm salt trickles down the back of my throat. 

“What?” 

I frantically push the doors. Just like the other exits, they don’t budge. 
Why would they be locked? Isn’t that a fire hazard or something? I try the 

others, I push and pull and bash my shoulders into them. I stick out my 
tongue and stare at the dot of blood pooled at the tip. 

Chirp. 

“Screw this. Screw Ella.” 
Outside, someone screams. 
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Chirp. 

I press my eye to the glass. I can feel the wind howling on the other side. 

Is something moving among the cars? It’s too dark, I can’t quite make it 
out. A pair of headlights sweep across the lot, flashing off of the metal and 

dancing through the tinted windows, and for a moment I see the thing 

moving. Squint and I think it’s another compact white drone, an identical 
twin to the iPod that buzzed us in the auditorium. It careens drunkenly 

among the cars, bouncing off a few of their roofs, before vanishing into the 

night. 
Someone grabs my wrist and I cough out a half-swallowed yelp. 

“Are you all right?” Ella asks. “Hello, are you bleeding?” 

I wipe my nose with my sleeve. 
“Accident prone. Where have you been? I couldn’t find you.” 

She shrugs and stares off at some point behind and below me. I’ve seen 

her like this before, but always from a distance. Wandering by the fence 
that separates the school from the wood, picking at dandelions by the road, 

cupping a dragonfly in her hands. It’s like she’s on the other side of a 

painting, two-dimensional, expressionistic; an interpretation of herself. 
“Around. Waiting for you.” 

“Did you hear that? Did you see that drone outside?” 

“What drone?” 
“Never mind.” 

She’s still holding me my wrist, tightly. I can feel my pulse or her pulse 

fluttering against my carpal tendons. There’s some sort of oil or grease 
streaked across the back of her arm, darkening the fine hairs. “Did you 

want to go outside?” 

“Can’t,” I say. “All the doors are locked.” 
“Not all of them. Come with me.” 

I look for a clock on the wall, but they’ve all been taken down. Soon, 

Itchy’s class will be done playing. Then the collective middle school, 
maybe three or four pieces, and then us. It’s not a lot of time. Being late 

means another ding on my grade, and then watch your step to unknown 

consequences. I’m sure Sophie is backstage, watching for me while 
practicing her fingering to a virtual metronome. 

Still. 
I don’t say no. 

Ella leads me down one hallway, then another, past the cafeteria and the 

gyms. I can feel their vast empty spaces as we dash by them, the tension 
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held within them, massive lungs holding their breath. The whole building 

feels wild, like something startled, unused to outsiders. 

Chirp. Another imaginary heart scrapes against my sinuses. 
“Here we go,” Ella says and waves her hands over the doors leading to 

the school courtyard until their locks submit, clunking red to green. I’ve 

never actually been out here before. Not like I’ve been trying to avoid it, 
just never saw a reason to shortcut through a patch of unkempt weeds and 

graffiti-scribbled benches. Even with Ella pulling me, I resist, flinching at 

the gust of cool air, the smell of crushed leaves, the lonely song of crickets. 
A month ago, I’m in my bedroom. Homework done, face washed. A 

wash of text and images and sounds flood into me from my Looks until 

everything converges into this slurry white noise, and I am too, just a 
conductor of electricity, photons and electrons, dead as a wire. Almost 

throw up, drop the Looks and thrust my head out the window. The pane 

pushes at my neck like a guillotine. I listen to the crickets until I return to 
some semblance of myself. 

Ella tugs my fingertips. 

Even without my Looks, I can feel the time running out. 
Again, I don’t say no. 

I hug myself for warmth as Ella releases me and strolls to the center of 

the courtyard, where a single, diseased silver maple tree heaves up from the 
ground, whispering through the last few leaves clinging to its branches. Ella 

brushes her knuckles against the bark and that screech of metal against 

metal reverberates all around us, except now we’re caught inside the 
machine, about to be ground up in the gears. 

I shout over the noise. “What is that?” 

She kneels down next to the tree and brushes away a small mound of 
leaves, uncovering a mess of wires and circuit boards, broken padlocks, 

cracked security camera lenses. I recall a school posting warning about the 

consequences of vandalism. Even that received a few hearts. People 
pretending to care. 

As she arranges the debris, the silence returns, almost louder than the 

noise was. 
“When I first got my Looks, for Christmas, I never took them off,” she 

says. “Santa brought me a cheap set, came free with the contract. Crashed 
all of the time, ran through charge in a few hours. Kind of a headache, so I 

stopped wearing them.” 

“Okay. I mean, that’s pretty normal. Maybe we should go in—” 
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Something flickers in my peripheral vision. I assume it’s a bat and 

instinctively cower down, covering my hair. Then I hear the telltale whir of 

tiny plastic rotors and realize it’s a drone, not any drone, but that same 
white iPod. It floats into the courtyard like an apparition, one of those will-

o’-the-wisps they talk about in the old stories before they knew about 

swamp gas and the properties of strangely reflected light. The drone weaves 
through the branches of the tree before dropping at Ella’s feet. She reaches 

down and gingerly lifts it up. 

“No one notices anymore,” she says. “There are things happening all 
round us, all the time, and no one knows. The world desperately desires to 

be seen, to be acknowledged. You know what I mean, right? Don’t you, 

Cara?” 
I lean further out my bedroom window. My toes are barely touching the 

floor. In the starlight, the lawn below is dark as iron. The crickets get 

louder. All of our neighbor’s empty windows flash in time with their 
televisions. Blue. Yellow. White. If I slipped, if I fell, who would see? 

Of course I know what you mean. 

Chirp. Chirp. 
I join Ella under the tree. The clouds scroll overhead, hands underwater. 

Part of me really wants to dig my fingers into the soil, to reach down into 

the cold earth. I feel rocks being pried up under my fingernails, the crawl of 
worms between the webbing of my hands. When she was alive, my 

grandmother used to tell me and Itchy stories about when she was younger 

than both of us, back in the old country. The friendly neighbor with his 
mouth shot off. The children curled up in the streets, dying. And later, the 

offerings of clothes and money they left in the old forest, hoping to appease 

the spirits of American soldiers restlessly walking the same footpaths over 
and over again. 

Itchy asked one of her stupid questions. 

What does a ghost need with money? 
That’s not the point, grandmother said. 

As far as I know, nothing terrible has happened at my school. But, as 

Dad is overly fond of saying, we can never know everything. And it’s a 
very, very old building. 

I don’t know who shatters the drone first, me or Ella, putting a heel 
through its single, premium lens. Pretty sure I’m the one who yanks out the 

rechargeable battery, definitively breaking the warranty. There’s a trick 

they showed us in science class, a demonstration of the deadly flaws hiding 
inside even the best-designed objects, easily revealed by the briefest contact 
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of the wrong wires. It was meant to be a cautionary lesson, as in, never, 

ever do this. 

So, of course. 
The dry bark of the tree catches easily, sparking with white flames, 

peeling away from the trunk in charred strips. Hand over hand, the fire 

crawls up into the branches, spreading out to the trembling leaves, 
consuming them in a single, hushed breath. The whole courtyard comes 

alive with firelight, shadows wriggling free from every stick and weed. The 

old bench warbles and pitches like a living thing, a chained dog. 
I wish I had my Looks. This would get so many hearts. 

Ella grins with soot-stained eyes and a version of myself considers the 

options. 
Chirp. 

The smoke begins to sting and I retreat back into the school, leaving that 

other person with Ella, mesmerized by the thing we have created, the 
permanent mark we made on the actual world. As soon as the courtyard is 

out of sight, a clenching panic grips my chest. I run back to the auditorium, 

blood and mucus dripping down my chin. I need to get my family, we need 
to go. Everyone needs to go. I look for the fire drill and realize I have no 

idea without the fat, stupid icons I have no idea what I’m looking for. I 

glance into the auditorium and the camera drones are all frozen in place. 
Overhead, the screen reads: Please wait, Wi-Fi Down, Service Required. I 

look for my parents, but their seats are empty. Did they leave already? No, 

Itchy is still on stage. 
I run to the main doors and yes, my parents are out in the car. My father 

is clenching his Looks with shaking hands. There are tears rolling down my 

mother’s face, hanging onto her chiseled cheekbones before falling. I doors 
still won’t open for me, so I bang on the glass, smearing my own bloody 

fingerprints. They don’t notice me. Behind them, the black trees whip back 

and forth in the wind. 
I’ll get Itchy out. She has her Looks, the doors will listen to her. Then 

we’ll go, and I can go home and stuff my mouth with candy corn and slide 

my Looks back on and catch up on all of my messages and fill my head 
with colors and light and a million layers of artificiality. 

Inside the auditorium, the crowd senses something is wrong, but isn’t 
sure what to do. The building hasn’t set off any alarms, real or virtual. They 

tap their Looks, trying to reconnect with their drones. The ones without 

drones or Looks wave their phones and tablets in the air, as if a better signal 
were a fish just out of reach. 
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“You have to get out!” I cry out as I run towards the stage. “The 

building, it’s on fire!” 

No one moves. They can’t hear me. They can only see their own 
children fumbling with their pads, swiping at unresponsive screens, trying 

to clear away the DRM warning that the license server could not be found, 

tap OK to try again. 
Mr. Eckerd turns to face the murmuring audience. 

“Ah. Fortunately, we’ve prepared for these sorts of technical 

difficulties,” he announces. “Students, on my count…” 
He taps the baton and the orchestra creaks into a hesitant rendition of 

Cannon in D Minor. They are out of sync, out of tune. They sound terrible, 

but the parents don’t seem to mind. They clap at the ingenuity. So 
impressive! We had no idea what our children were capable of! 

I climb onto the stage, slamming my head into low-flying drones. 

The orchestra keeps playing. 
I crouch-run over to Itchy. She’s pissed. 

“Stop it!” 

I snatch the cello away from her and a shuddering sigh floats up from 
deep under the stage, under the floorboards and the concrete and the steel, a 

signal from the buried places that haven’t seen the light since before even 

my grandmother was born. Everything has a breaking point. 
The stage lights flicker and go out. With the dim glow of the music 

tablets as their only illumination, the music trails off as the orchestra turns 

towards the audience. They don’t understand what they are seeing. I pull at 
Itchy to come with me, but she’s frozen in place, unable to look away from 

the drones silently crashing to the ground and beyond them, the sea of red 

LEDs shining out from their parent’s Looks, a hundred inquisitive eyes 
staring at us from the wild darkness, waiting for the next thing to happen. 
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“Am I interrupting?” Peter asked, angling his shoulder in to her. Now if 
she wanted to close the door on him, she’d have to push him out of the way 

of the sensor. But of course she would never dare close the door in his face. 

Once she would have blushed like a schoolgirl, flattered and frightened 
by this attention. Now she was just frightened. 

“May I come in?” 

Greta clenched her teeth and smiled. The question was rhetorical, of 
course, and he strode past her into the bare living room of the module she 

and Sam had shared for nearly nine months. 

“Sam’s at the mine today, I hear,” Peter said. 
“Yes.” Had it become a matter of gossip, then, the number of days Sam 

had stayed home since the accident? His burns were fine, his lungs 
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recovered. But he dragged his feet in the mornings, when he’d once been so 

chipper. He feigned the flu three days in a row to claim sick time. She 

didn’t tell him it was stealing from the company, like he’d told her once 
when she did the same thing back on Earth. She just made him soup and 

hung blankets on the windows to block out the murky golden light of this 

perennial late afternoon they lived in, and let him sleep. 
“I’m not one to interfere in other people’s lives,” Peter said. 

Sanctimonious tyrant. 

“But the whole community has noticed. It’s not good for morale.” 
He held out a hand in supplication, a gesture she recognized from all the 

interviews they’d broadcast back on Earth regarding the colonization 

program. She’d fallen half in love with Peter then: this grave dignified 
gentleman who seemed to suffer from the strength of his compassion for 

the human race. 

Then she’d met him. 
Wrenched out of assisted hibernation, she’d known from the smell of rot 

that something was wrong on the ship. She floated into Sam’s arms, while 

around her others retched and whispered their fears. When Peter spoke, 
everyone quieted, glad to rely on the reassuring weight of his authority. The 

rest of the passengers were dead, he said. The other ships out of contact. 

Possibly destroyed. Then Peter, this man who cared so much for the people 
under his protection, gave them all an hour for “grief and tears.” 

An hour? 

Maybe he did care about the future of humanity, but she wasn’t at all 
sure his compassion stretched to any actual humans. 

“Here’s what I need,” he said now, standing in her living room. “Sam’s 

mine passcodes.” 
“Why?” 

“The mine’s important. If he proves unable to perform his duties, I’ll 

need his passcodes.” 
“What do you mean, ‘unable?’ Things have been a little difficult since 

his accident, but he’ll get over it in a few days.” 

“He’d better. For everyone’s sake. But if he doesn’t, I need the codes. 
Get them.” 

He turned, pushed the door switch. 
“Or what?” Greta asked. 

“Or I ask him directly.” It sounded so logical coming from his lips, so 

calm. 
“He won’t give them. It’s against company policy.” 
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“Then he’ll have to resign. The farms could use another worker.” 

“You can’t do that.” 

He merely raised an eyebrow. Of course he could. 
Back on the ship, some of the group had wanted to turn back to Earth. 

But no, Peter insisted they press on. The two who openly opposed the 

decision now worked the worst jobs of the colony. They lived in the 
smallest modules. They weren’t included in community meetings. Peter 

even uninvited them to the company picnic Greta organized. 

Peter could certainly take Sam’s job away from him. It didn’t matter that 
Peter, as governor, had no legal right to intervene in the affairs of the 

private companies the governments had hired. He’d do it anyway. Who 

would stop him? 
Greta couldn’t let that happen, because despite the accident, despite 

Sam’s shaken faith in the company, Greta feared that Sam’s job was still 

the only thing holding him together. 

 

That night Sam came home late. 

“Working hard?” Greta asked. If he returned to his old way, and gave 
Peter no reason to doubt him, maybe Peter wouldn’t insist on the codes. 

“No. Took a long walk.” 

“But aren’t you behind in production?” 
“What do you expect? There are two of us.” 

That had never bothered him before. He’d set rigorous schedules for 

himself and Edwin, the only other surviving employee of the company. 
They’d done well, producing their first steel only two months after landing. 

The stream of production continued, small but steady, until the six month 

mark, when the second wave of colonists was supposed to have arrived. 
The only thing that made it to New Eden was a message probe. The 

second wave had returned to Earth because of mechanical problems. 

Several of the colonists, despite Peter’s speeches about hope and courage, 
believed the third wave was never coming. Greta suspected that Edwin, the 

mine engineer, was one of the cynics. He’d started slacking off at work. If 

you asked Sam, he’d always been a slacker, but now Greta agreed with the 
assessment. The colony gossiped about how much ale Edwin bought, and 

how they saw him out hunting sometimes when he should have been 
working. Production had dipped dramatically. 

Sam took the news of the second wave so well, with a boy-like 

eagerness to show what he was made of. He worked harder to make up for 
Edwin’s malaise. But the number of disciplinary reports he wrote for 
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Edwin’s file became worrisome. Even at home he began quoting 

regulations at her. She didn’t dare speak about the company at all, for fear 

he’d take her slightest word as criticism. 
United Ironworks had taken Sam under its wing fresh out of school, 

showered on him the praise he’d lacked in his own home, given him 

purpose. 
Then the mining accident shattered that loyalty. The chemical fire in the 

Yegen reductor didn’t respond to the regulation extinguisher. The manual 

let him down. The safety protocols failed. Edwin’s off-the-books solution 
was the only thing that saved them. Edwin put out the blaze by burying the 

whole machine in sand. But what he buried was Sam’s faith. 

At the infirmary, Elizabeth warned Greta of Sam’s delirium. She 
assumed the burns had brought it on, or the painkillers, or the toxic fumes. 

But no. The accident had destroyed Sam’s faith, and now he was just as lost 

as the rest of them, lying on the infirmary bed raving about extinguishers 
and company handbooks and safety tests and broken promises. 

She could still see the ghosts of his burns, but what disturbed her most 

was his frown. When they first married, his enthusiasm for everything had 
exhausted her. Now he was listless. 

“Love,” Greta said, “Maybe you should do a little overtime this week. 

You can approve it since there was sick time involved.” The possibility of 
overtime used to make him smile. 

Sam shrugged. 

Greta fretted about the codes. If she gave them to Peter, would it really 
hurt anything? He probably wouldn’t do anything sinister with the access, 

but what if one day things turned ugly? Did she really want to give him 

more power than he already held? 
A few days later Peter dropped by the food processing plant where Greta 

worked, doing all the intermediary tasks the machines weren’t built for. She 

rather liked the ordered monotony of it. It gave her mind space to roam. Yet 
the last few days her thoughts had all been circling uselessly around Sam, 

and she wished for once that the work demanded more of her attention. 

“Passcodes?” Peter said in greeting. He had no time for common 
courtesies. He never really ended his conversations. When the information 

ran out he simply turned and left. But somehow he left her wishing she’d 
been able to make herself useful to him a bit longer. 

“I don’t know Sam’s codes.” 

“You’re clever. Get them.” 
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“But if he finds out, he’ll think he let down the company. Betrayed it 

almost. It’ll destroy him.” 

“Nonsense.” 
“And he’ll hate me.” 

“He’ll get over it.” 

“Please, Peter.” 
“One week. Otherwise I’ll have to go to him myself. We need the mine 

in the hands of those we trust.” 

“I trust him.” 
“It’s for the good of the community. Surely I can count on you to 

understand that. A colony divided is a colony doomed.” 

And who’s doing the dividing? Greta wanted to ask. But she only 
nodded. 

The mill overflowed twice that afternoon because she wasn’t paying 

attention. The fruit, left too long in the dehydrator, shriveled and hardened. 
What would the old Sam say about such shoddy work? 

If she told him what Peter had threatened, they could work together to 

get around it. But he would lose faith in Peter. No. She’d get the codes. 
She’d give them to Peter. Then she’d pull Sam out of this mood of his and 

Peter would never find justification to use the codes. 

If she visited Sam at the mine, maybe she could catch him while he was 
logged onto his main account. Then she could distract him, get onto the 

computer herself, and find the file where he recorded all his passcodes. He 

was always so organized about such things. The file would be labeled 
something innocuous, and he would have disguised the text so the search 

patterns would skim over it, but it would be there. It always was. 

On her day off she made a big lunch: protein loaf, fresh bread, fruit 
salad. She packed it all tight in one of the community’s shared tractor carts. 

Made for rough terrain, and hardly bigger than she was, the cart constantly 

felt about to tip over. The engine choked half a dozen times as she panicked 
with the gas and the clutch on the dirt and the hills, and by the time she 

arrived at the edge of the mine, her arms and legs smarted from banging 

against the roll bars. When the third wave came, they’d have to work on 
some actual roads. 

She found Sam alone in the office, working at his terminal as he usually 
did before lunch, squaring away paperwork. Edwin was in the caverns 

today. Sam had mentioned it that morning, and how Edwin would probably 

spend the day reading down there, surrounded by the cool mineral quiet he 
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seemed to like so much, instead of running stability checks on the new 

shaft. 

“I didn’t expect you,” Sam said. “What’s wrong?” 
She let herself look just as rattled as she felt. “The cart. I think there’s 

something broken. Can you go look at it? I’m afraid to drive home. It kept 

dying at bad times.” 
Sam sighed. “I’ll take care of it.” 

“Then we can eat. I baked bread fresh this morning.” 

“New wheat or the real stuff?” 
“New. But it’s good.” 

“I guess we’d better get used to it.” He grabbed a toolbox and ambled 

out to where she’d parked the cart, a distance away. 
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She jumped over to the computer. On the unfamiliar interface, it took 
precious minutes to find his files. She began reading through the titles. 

Hundreds of them. She half stood to look out the window. He hadn’t even 

arrived at the cart yet. She had to calm down. She had plenty of time. 
File upon file of reports, reprimands, production plans, survey results, 

staff meeting minutes. A letter home, labeled “Memo September 23 
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Tardiness.” He would never have written a personal letter on company 

time. Not before. 

At home, Sam’s passcodes consisted of several words and number 
sequences he put together in different combinations. She searched the 

documents for them one by one. Her heart thudded with each hit, but none 

produced the passcode list. She peeked out the window again. Sam stood at 
the cart now, still and ponderous. Had he already figured out that nothing 

was wrong? 

Search after search came back fruitless. She began opening documents 
starting from the top. But that would take too long. Reading them randomly 

was too much of a lottery. She had to be more clever than Sam. 

“Anaconda,” she typed into the search box. He liked exotic creatures as 
passcodes. She widened the parameters so it included variations of the 

word. An open search took longer. She must have looked at her watch five 

times before the computer beeped cheerfully. No hits. It would have been 
looking for misspellings, odd spacing, random mid-word punctuation. But 

what it wouldn’t look for was this: “adnocana.” Greta’s fingers shook with 

excitement as she typed the word backwards. No hits. “Xnyl.” “Arbez.” 
And suddenly Greta was staring at the list. Two dozen passcodes, all 

backwards. Even the code for his main account. She fumbled for her data 

card, forced it into the sync port, transferred the file. 
She pushed away from the terminal and gave another quick glance out 

the window. Still at her vehicle. Plenty of time. She turned to the table 

where she’d hastily arranged the food. 
The scream escaped her before she could clamp shut her mouth. Edwin 

stood in the doorway, deep-set eyes trained on her like a hawk. 

“How long have you been there?” 
“Long enough. What do you want with Sam’s passcodes?” 

“I don’t know what you mean.” 

“You’re not a good liar.” He held out his hand. “Give me the card.” 
She shook her head. 

He took a step toward her, but Greta flung herself sideways so the table 

lay between them. He was stronger than she was. But that didn’t really 
matter. Whatever happened, he’d tell Sam. Then Sam would lose trust in 

her too. She couldn’t bear that. Neither, she feared, could he. 
“Please, Edwin. Help me.” 

He frowned. 

“Peter wants them. He threatened to remove Sam from his position. 
He—” 
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“Peter has no rights here.” 

People never said things like that, so boldly. Not about Peter. 

“Then help me.” 
She spilled out the whole story, as Edwin shook his head slowly to 

himself. 

“Sam will be back any minute. Please don’t tell him.” 
Edwin stared down at her fruit salad in its clear glass bowl, the violet 

berries smearing their juice all over the gray flesh of the brainfruit. 

“Let’s give Peter what he wants,” Edwin said. 
“What?” 

“Access to all the mining systems.” 

“But—” 
Footsteps on the gravel outside made her shut her mouth, but her eyes 

pleaded with him. 

“Can’t see anything wrong with the cart,” Sam said, sticking his hands 
into the sanitizer. “Must be the heat. We’ll see how it works after lunch. 

Hungry, Edwin?” 

They sat down. 
“Hey, Sam,” Edwin said after a few bites, “I remember a training 

simulation—really realistic—had the control panels of each of the major 

components. Do you have access to that?” 
“Of course.” 

“I think I’d like to go through it a little. Brush up on some things.” 

“Really?” 
“Yeah. I have a little down time later while the computer’s processing 

the stability data. I thought I’d make use of the time.” 

“Instead of reading a novel?” 
“Yeah. Can you set me up with an account and give me the passcodes?” 

“Sure,” Sam replied, but Greta thought she heard suspicion in that one 

word. 
“Looking for ways to increase production?” she asked, trying to sound 

as enthusiastic as Sam used to be. 

Edwin shrugged. 
“The simulation does have an efficiency analyzer,” Sam said. “It just 

might find something we’ve missed.” 
Edwin sighed, but a faint smile belied his annoyance. “I was thinking. 

What if we put the re-compilers on a shorter cycle and rig a second 

conveyor—hopper-style—from the leftover tracks?” 
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“Might help.” Sam jumped up, right in the middle of a bite, and went 

over to the terminal. “The simulation they specialized for this trip isn’t 

exactly right, what with our staff size and modified production goals and all 
that. But I could update it.” 

“Great.” Edwin winked at Greta. “So when you get me in, it’ll look 

real?” 
“Of course. They don’t pay the programmers for nothing.” 

Greta smiled. So Peter would get his access after all. Greta could picture 

how smug he would look when she handed over the simulation codes. She 
almost hoped he’d figure out what they’d done, just so he would realize not 

everyone was still in love with him. Then she looked at Sam, at the old 

intensity taking over his muscles, creeping into his eyes. She hoped Peter 
would discover their little defiance, but not for a long time. 

“That figure’s really off,” Sam said, his indignation music to her ears. 

“We could work on the new conveyor tonight.” 
Sam’s back was to them, and Edwin rolled his eyes. “Tonight?” But he 

looked straight at Greta. “Why not?” 

Greta moved only her lips, but Edwin understood. 
“You’re welcome,” he whispered back, while Sam’s fingers flew across 

the keyboard. 
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He was a thistle on the wall, a bane with voice and spear. No longer 

hooved, but stronger for the warriors by his side, stern Osheen rose, and 
roared, and picked up shield, and called his throng to city’s gate and city’s 

end. We came and dyed the streets. For us he shed his brindle half and 

reinscribed long war, for as a man he clutched truth, a thistle on the wall. 

 

This is the song that will never be sung. Osheen will not shed, and he 

waits to advise others against their own plans. He waits on one point of a 
mountain range that goes by eleven different names. His mountainside has 

a downy green pelt pricked with red flowers some bard once called 

bloodlets. Above and before him is a sloe sky difficult to look at but 
magnetic all the same. It looks as if it might eat the great city that spreads 

across the valley below. Osheen wishes it would. But however delicate the 
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mist that cloaks Rose City, Rose City is firm—irreducible. Behind that soft 

violet corona are iron and stone and law. 

Just where imagination leaves off and vision begins, a form flickers in 
the distance, towards the base of the hill. It climbs the mountainside, 

parting the hill’s green skin. It’s too far below to define, and it will be more 

than an hour before the visitor arrives for Osheen’s services. 
This one moves strangely—a slow trudge and a gliding hop and a slow 

trudge again. A bird with a tattered wing. Osheen shields his eyes with his 

hands and studies the newcomer, curious. He crushes bloodlets under four 
hooves as he steps to the lip of his ledge. Too far down to tell, yes, but 

interesting. 

Osheen turns and disappears into his cave to prepare for the client. 
Passing through a keyhole-shaped adit, he feels his sable hair lift in his 

home’s fetid air. He feels his brindle coat warmed by the glow of the 

crystals that illuminate his den. The formations—dozens of them, standing 
tall as a shedded man—cast more than coloured light against the stone. 

Were he to graze one with his fingers, he would catch the lore they keep in 

their red, or green, or yellow, or blue vitric shards. They tempt him, always. 
He spends his days in interplay with them, a librarian in his archive, but this 

day comes a visitor, so he resists. 

Instead, he uses the crystals’ light to ready the map he unfurls, the wine 
he decants, and the white wire he will need to prompt his client’s shedding. 

He readies a simple robe since, depending on the chimera’s make, clothes it 

might lack when it arrives, and clothes it will need when it departs. Osheen 
weaves these robes with his own broad hands from the grasses given to him 

by the mountainside, but they must be replaced by their receivers once back 

in the valley again. The robes would undo the chimmies at the gates of 
Rose City—they have been marked by the Decider’s men. 

Osheen steps outside once more to check the visitor’s progress. The 

plum sky is a weight on the chimera’s head, keeping it pressed to the 
mountainside despite its attempts to float rather than walk up the peak. 

Osheen can wait. He faces out, patient, and settles into his surveying stance. 

Between his ledge and Rose City lie fields of varying degrees of 
fertility, cots, sloughs, and depressed villages. The Edict brought all the 

land’s economy into the Capital proper, leaving few hands to tend roofs and 
roods, so the countryside rots. Half-hearted vegetables are pulled from the 

ground by half-hearted hands—never paws, beaks, talons, or pincers, but 

hands attached to all-bodies, or to shedded chimmies who pass for all-
bodies now. 
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Eventually the visitor is near enough to make its species manifest. It’s a 

powderer, probably male, cradling a book against his chest with his left 

arm—his right arm and wings hang useless and twisted. His antennae 
droop, and so does his head, and Osheen waits to see if the chimera will 

succumb to instinct, turn away from the cave, and return to hiding 

somewhere in the ravening valley. Many do—many more are deterred from 
shedding by Osheen’s words once they stand or coil or hover in the 

mountain cave, wary of the white wire, of the map, of odds. 

Yes, male. The powderer is tall and spare. He is mostly man but for his 
broad moth-wings and bristling yellow antennae and strange soft eyes, and 

he arrives clad in thin auburn pants that guard his modesty. His hair is cut 

before it meets his shoulders, like the hair of all powderers, to keep it from 
sloughing the dust from his wings. He’s indeed wounded—he is curd-faced 

with pain—and by the time he nears Osheen’s ledge, he’s abandoned the 

idea of flight. Now all hope, it seems, lies in the book he presses to his 
breast. 

He brings a fat, chest-sized volume to Osheen, who stretches over the lip 

of his ledge, intrigued. These books the chimeras donate are not payment 
for services—not outright, for Osheen’s function is twofold: transformation 

of bodies and safe storage of booklore. His clients expect they will live and 

overcome and get their books back, if not their truest forms. 
The powderer is near enough that Osheen hears his breath as bare white 

feet grip the trail to the ledge. Grass is caught between the bare white toes. 

He sweats, so his dust is contained, but that will change quickly enough. 
The host extends a hand, and the guest gratefully passes off the enormous 

book he’s hauled up from the valley. 

It was a day’s climb. The powderer flutters his wings to ease his strain—
the whole ones stretch wide while the tattered ones sway with little life. 

He’s as many hands high as Osheen and a tenth of Osheen’s weight. 

Together they walk across the ledge, into the cave. The guest is courteous 
and says nothing about the outrageous odour that lives in Osheen’s home. 

“I am Gãne,” the powderer offers when they come to rest, standing, at 

Osheen’s table, the map, wine, and wire between them. Osheen has no 
chairs. 

“How did you hide this book?” Osheen asks. This is always his first 
question. 

“Well, buried, of course. In tarp and grass.” 

“Good storage,” Osheen approves, assessing the book’s tidy folds. The 
Dust-Songs. Not the only edition of the oldest of powderer cycles, but the 
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best-preserved, with clever appendices full of history and theory and 

scansion. 

The powderer’s antennae prick up for a moment, proud. Then they 
droop once more, as lank as his colourless hair and wings. The crystals’ 

lights thoroughly dye him. Gãne has no hue of his own to fend them off. 

His left side turns red and his right side turns blue, while around him the air 
turns violet. His dust is beginning to rise as his body cools, and soon 

enough he is shrouded in a tentative, static mist that absorbs the glow of 

Osheen’s shards. His wings, whole and tattered, become radiant. 
“Have you no fear, ally?” Osheen asks the other, setting down the book. 

He won’t file it in the presence of company—he’s the only one who knows 

where the booklore is secreted. If some chimmies guess, so be it, but 
Osheen won’t confirm. He won’t allow his gaze to land on the crystals that 

blazon his cave. 

“I fear being a fraud,” Gãne admits, and lifts his unhurt shoulder. 
“And being a land-bound thing?” Osheen checks. 

“I am already,” Gãne points out, rotating his chin towards his ruined 

wings. There is a pinch in his words. 
“So you are,” Osheen nods. “And you have travelled a long day and a 

longer climb with a head full of ideals, only to submit to my speech.” 

Gãne waits. 
“It’s man you want, not moth?” Osheen verifies, though this has already 

been made clear. The choice is a red one—it must be sure. 

The other nods. 
“Is sentience better than flight?” 

“I would have both,” Gãne admits, “but my wings are lame, and this law 

is untenable. Let me fight.” 
“If you were all moth you would not recall—” 

“Let me do my duty,” Gãne pleads. “I want admittance to the City.” 

Osheen lets the ringing of Gãne’s voice sink to the cavern floor and die 
off. The powderer presents strongly so far, however frail his form. 

“The network you wish to join is faltering,” Osheen warns his client, 

doing what he feels is his own stark duty. “The Decider’s eyes are 
everywhere.” 

“This I know.” 
“They look for chimeric traces in all-bodies.” 

“My dust will wane,” Gãne assures Osheen, who knows as much—he’s 

shed several powderers already. 
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“But your weight will never increase—they snap the finger-bones of 

lean men, to test.” 

“I’ll grow and dye my hair—pad my clothes.” 
They all do, Osheen knows, but it’s enough that Gãne is aware of the 

risk. He’s heard, as Osheen has heard, of shedded powderers who still 

generate the merest of dust; shedded harpies who never outgrow their tart 
telltale scent; shedded griffs whose voices trill in their throats when they 

speak; shedded fauns with wrongly glinting eyes; shedded nixies with 

unquenchable, flaking skin; shedded bullfolk with cutaneous brows 
concealed by hair or hat. The white wire can only do so much. 

“This duty you chase—” 

“It seeks me,” Gãne insists. 
“—has skinned my own brother alive. They severed and boiled his 

hooves as he watched from the block.” 

Gãne is sympathetic but steadfast. His great soft eyes are hard. 
“He was meat and glue by day’s end. Nor is there protection after 

shedding,” Osheen follows up, in the throes, now, of oration. “You know 

their methods. Not even chimmies can be trusted since Edict IV. Your own 
body betrays, and your own kind. They will chew you to gum if they catch 

you past the City’s gate. They will run their tongues over your flesh, bleed 

you, split you, teethe your bones, roll you about sordid palates ‘til they’ve 
released the flavour of your fancies, your ideals—’til your hopes grease 

their mouths. They are fattened on those hopes, my friend.” 

Gãne resists his host’s manikins. His wings are still, his eyes constant. 
The glow of red and blue crystals armours him. Their hum shaves the 

curlicues off his host’s magniloquent tone. 

“Let me tell you about the manticore,” Osheen chants. “She came full of 
rage and grit, radical, resourceful. She bounded up this hill, a trail of divots 

scarring her path. She was eager to shed her power though few could match 

her. From lion to lamb,” Osheen regrets, gesturing at the white wire that 
curls between them on the table. “After I shed her, she came aware with a 

start and could not recognize herself—her species—her contorted human 

length. Perhaps my brother’s end was neater, in a sense: she lost her mind 
halfway through the act of sitting up. I could not help her negotiate her 

flimsy body let alone her jolted senses. She rejected what was left of herself 
and pitched herself from that ledge. You are not all men and women 

inside.” 

“There is enough man here—I know my legs, at least,” Gãne offers, a 
trace of timid wit in his manner. His resolution doesn’t flag. 
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“Yes, well, sometimes there are messes,” Osheen concludes. “Your 

ideals are more natural than a shedded body—embrace them, I say, for 

what they are. Enjoy them in your breast where they do you good, 
untested—little peas of hope to nourish a dreary life. Stay safe in form and 

stay far from that city.” 

Gãne waits some more, sensing that his host is nearly spent. 
Osheen spreads enormous hands and nods. “On the table, then,” he 

instructs, and shifts his tools to make room for Gãne’s negligible frame. 

The powderer doesn’t hesitate. He lies on his stomach, crosses his arms, 
and presses his head in their crook as if to sleep. His frond-like antennae 

and four great wings shrink in anticipation, but Osheen isn’t ready to begin 

his wire-work. First he tips wine into a cup and sees that Gãne lifts his head 
and sips. Manticores succumb in minutes to the nostrum—lightsome 

powderers sleep before the cup has left their bottom lip. Gãne goes out, a 

flattened thread upon the table. He has known the last of his wings. 
Osheen sets down the cup, picks up his wire, and begins. 
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There are the wings to attend to, and the antennae, but there are also the 

lepidopteran eyes in Gãne’s head, which can’t simply be excised. The 
crystals hum, the cave walls glow, and the powderer sleeps as the wire 

weaves scars and pain and limitation—and advantage of a novel sort. It 

circles nubs and joints, contracts, furls across dusted skin, works wonders 
with the chimera’s eyes. Its hissing is inaudible beneath the crystals’ 

drone—or perhaps Osheen has grown used to the sound of his enchanted 

tool, and forgotten it. 
It takes hours to carve the man out of the moth, yet Gãne sleeps. After 

the work is done, he is rolled onto his new back, the lightest of creatures in 

Osheen’s hands. He knows nothing of the cool cloth that dabs away the last 
of his true-form dust—there’s no longer enough of it to snow the air around 

him. He is all-bodied now, remarkable only in his leanness, his pallor, and 

his subtly silty skin. He is land-bound. His eyes are human, but they will 
strike others as over-large and arresting. His porous bones will never fill in. 

Osheen wonders how such chimmies contribute to the cause, too delicate 

for scrums—bloodless. 
Towards evening Gãne opens his modified eyes. He stiffens, asea. 

Osheen lays a land on his client’s brow to ease him. It is an adjustment. 

How tight the world must feel to him now, how dim its objects. How 
weighted his body must seem, prised to the earth—how vulnerable. Gãne’s 

narrow jaw clenches and his new eyes are dismayed. They are four times 

smaller than they were this afternoon, defined by lashes, lightened by 
sclera, and dotted with grey-brown irises that sweep back and forth as Gãne 

struggles to rise off the table. Osheen’s champion hand holds the new man 

firm. 
Only when Gãne relaxes does Osheen help him rise. He wraps his client 

in a robe and feeds him warm carrots and oatmeal and a different wine—

this one fortifying. Gãne, marooned on the table, swallows what he’s given, 
and Osheen walks about his cave, avoiding crystals and plotting more 

words.  

These are the words Gãne travelled up the mountain to hear, and 
Osheen, in sympathy, won’t deprive. He guides all chimeras to the best of 

his ability—though chimmies fall to the Decider’s men, they fall in smaller 
numbers thanks to his instructions. It’s not just booklore he keeps, and 

Gãne knows this, and rocks in his robe, and blinks his estranged eyes, and 

drinks his watered wine, and waits, still, habituated to his host’s rhythms. 
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Osheen moves towards the map, which sits undisturbed on the table to 

the left of Gãne. His client edges over to read and to catch every word. 

Osheen lays a thick finger towards the top of the miniature city before 
them. “This is the Mill District,” Osheen begins. He dots his finger about 

the icons that scatter the zone he describes—not just mills but foundries and 

workshops and smitheries of every type. They are small, city-strained 
industries that are nothing next to the sprawling, dying mills beyond the 

walls of Rose City, but they are busy and purposeful. 

“I have heard of it,” Gãne nods in a voice that is still the voice he arrived 
with, hours ago. 

“Seek the glazier. Seek Solo. She’s your first point, and will guide you 

through your training. It goes without saying that you must indicate to her 
that Osheen sent you, but still she can’t easily trust. You understand. This 

month’s password is quasit. If you fail to find her before nineteen days 

have elapsed, you must return to me for the latest word. But nineteen 
days…” 

“Yes,” Gãne agrees. That is more than ample time. 

“The training for rebel life is gruelling, but I daresay your first challenge 
will be the hardest.” 

Gãne lifts a feathery eyebrow. 

“The City gate,” Osheen explains. 
“Well yes,” Gãne concurs, reminded. 

“You’ll see it long before you arrive, even through the mist—big as a 

hill, that sign: No Chimeras.” 
“I have been told.” 

“But you haven’t yet seen it,” Osheen points out. “Your last visit to 

Rose City—like mine—was years ago. A full generation, when our kind 
still participated.” 

Gãne nods. 

“So you have not seen that sign. Those who’ve described it to you surely 
meant to do you service—dissuade. So.” 

Gãne lifts his tired head, rolls his disoriented eye. “I am prepared,” he 

mourns. 
“Absence of pain is in itself a reason to live,” Osheen tries—a final 

volley. 
“I am head-to-toe pain, Mentor Osheen,” Gãne corrects, somewhat 

boldly. His fractured right arm is the least of it. His new scars burn and his 

eyes run. 
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“Not for long—not for more than a week or three. You heal already. 

And this grief you feel—that too will wane. But the boiling pots and 

chopping blocks and breaking wheels and bastinado whips are not objects 
one runs towards, even on limping feet. That sign, hung with bits of 

chimera rotted and fresh, rips all danger from the abstract. There’s a 

strategy in this. How can you arrive at the checkpoint, having seen that 
sign—having smelled it—and signal respect with steady hands? How can 

your eyes not glitter? How can the checkpointers not scent your fright?” 

Gãne says nothing. Like most of Osheen’s clients, he’s determined to 
hope for the best. 

“I trust you will take care and mind yourself, ally. That is all I can do.” 

“You do much more,” Gãne insists. His new eyes strain to focus on The 
Dust-Songs, still whole and readable on a nearby shelf. 

It remains on its shelf through the night, for by the time Osheen has 

finished counselling his guest, evening has fallen, and the valley path is too 
treacherous for a wounded, human-sighted chimmy to negotiate in the dark. 

Gãne sleeps under his robe, curled on a mound of straw and inured, it 

seems, to the cave’s hum and stink. He glows yellow in the cast of the 
nearest shard, camouflaged in his hay. Osheen would—as he looks on from 

a reddish corner—that this guest remain indefinitely. Here there’s safety, of 

a sort. Here there’s understanding, and no shortage of lore. 
“And you?” Gãne asks Osheen as he readies to leave the next morning. 

His frame is sheltered under the robe, and his load is much lighter on this 

trek: a small basket of hill-grown vegetables, a knob of cheese, an oat cake, 
a cup to dip into rills on the way down the mountainside. 

“We both know my place.” 

Gãne steps to the rim of the ledge and gazes down on the City’s pink 
mist. He doesn’t hesitate in his quest—he seeks words, rather, and settles 

on the merest of them: “Horse or man?” he asks his mentor, a parting 

request. 
“Horse and man ‘til the dirt takes me.” 

Gãne nods and the wind lifts his weedy hair, as if to prompt him. He 

nods again, his gratitude a thing on the ledge between them, and turns 
towards the path. His step is cautious but unfaltering as he begins his 

descent to the valley. He could use a walking-stick to help his new balance 
find true—to help his new eyes discern the way—but none is available on 

Osheen’s peak, and so he manages, tilting this way and that, as he grows 

smaller and smaller on the well-worn trail. 
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“Horse,” Osheen admits to no one as he watches the ex-chimera wobble 

down the mountainside. Gãne is an hour’s trek below, far too far to hear 

this reply. He is an absence of colour in the spreading hills, a nil amid all 
that green. He is the size of a bloodlet. “If I shed, I would be horse, because 

I am wise.” 

Osheen harrumphs. There is a garden to tend, and water to draw, and 
robes to weave. There is a book to archive. But for a long time Osheen 

prefers to watch the speck of his last client as it wends its way through the 

hills, towards a population that does not deserve its sacrifice. 
Eventually Osheen turns from the ledge and steps into his cave. The 

humming shards renew his interest in the light which recalls all lore so that 

no chimeras need bear that burden. Let the Decider think he erases 
poetry—rewrites history. Not while Osheen stewards his cave, however 

much he would prefer to gallop, oblivious, away from the mountain, away 

from the City at the mountain’s foot. 
He collects The Dust-Songs from its shelf and chooses the bouquet of 

yellow crystals near which Gãne slept. He considers paging through the 

book’s leaves but Osheen has grown used to efficiency. A word, and 
Gãne’s tome bursts into light and joins the shards that warm the stony 

walls. 

Osheen rests custodial hands on the crystals before him and closes his 
eyes. He scrolls through offerings until he connects with The Dust-Songs, 

newly stored: All science and art can be seen from above / Aloft, like 

Makers we know all to be found on / The sun-sharpened grasslands where 
steppes only rise. He is illuminated. 
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“Neque porro quisquam est qui dolorem ipsum quia dolor sit amet, 

consectetur, adipisci velit” (“Neither is there anyone who loves pain 
itself since it is painful and thus no one wants it”) 

 —Cicero, On the Purpose of Good and Evil  
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They r coming 4 me, my Dev/Null executioners, I got no more tym left 

so u, dear reader, have 2 fill in d gaps in my story. I don’t know who u r, 
but if u value ur life, LISTEN 2 me. I’m a dead man talking. 

Listen n listen closely. 

 

Life Hack # X: Speak their Latin or die.  
“I signed up because I want only d best 4 my family”—d@’s d only safe 

answer if any1 asks u why u’re here. B very careful wot u say n remMbR, 
always remMbR: “Optimum est pati quod emendare non possis”. Its best 2 

endure w@ u can’t change. Ur f*cking life depends on it. N don’t ever 

speak ur mind. If u’re a resident of d New Cities, ur mind’s not urs, not 
anymore. So speak their Latin n b safe. 

If they pursue conversation, stick 2 trivial topics. Rhetorical questions 

can n will give u away. U never know who u’ll be talking 2. Let suspicion 
breed ur confidence. In d New Cities, d walls have eyes n every word is 

twittered by d wind. Speak only every1’s truth. Think b4 u speak, n never 

ever post what u really feel. HIDE URSELF FIERCE, HIDE URSELF 
DEEP. 

(<_<) = ☺ 

Here’s a gud, innocuous subject 2 talk ’bout: “D New Cities r d cleanest, 
safest n most modern places 2 live on d planet.” Tell them d@ u’re 

extremely grateful… no privileged 2 b so far away frm d famine n d filth of 

d rest of d world. 
D@ isn’t a lie, u know. 4 all intents n purposes, u’ll b living in a virtual 

hotel, a fancy country club. Each n every1 of those New Cities is a high-

tech dream built on d back of d world’s greed—pasteurized n homogenized 
by a 1000 years of steady business. It’s a society decorated by d rape of 

many old countries, a Frankenstein’s monster built frm actual, authentic 

cultures d@ they just couldn’t fake. 
Each n every 1 of d New Cities is also a PRISON, 1 whose bars r 

determined by ur income n IQ levels. 

Tell them something ’bout hoW ur kids will go 2 d top schools in d 
world. U have 2 paint ur spawn as d ambitious sort or they’ll b cast aside in 

d streaming process. RemMbR d@ they view ur children as ur contribution 
2 d 5 FUTURES—Fecundity of Family, Felicity in Society, Freedom frm 

Fear, Focus on Industry, n Forever Prosperity. 
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If u’re lucky, ur kids will become citizens -– not a bottom-feeding drone 

like me. N if u r really lucky, 1 or more of them will b born w/ 

extraordinary genes. U’d have hit d jackpot of genetic destiny, d building of 
perfect little beasts, beauty + brains. 

But @ least ur children won’t have 2 join d 1 in 10. 

 

Life Hack # IX: Love is a group thing.  

I know we’ve never met, but if u’re part of d 1 in 10, I know d@ u 

wouldn’t have made it dis far w/o an approved Latin-speaking wife n @ 
least 2 kids. U wouldn’t even b reading dis if u weren’t born just like me. 

We rn’t d children of d obscenely wealthy, those who could buy their way 

in w/ $$$$. We’re d sons n daughters of a middle class family whose 
dreams reached FAR beyond their grasp of reality. 

Like u, I was mommy n daddy’s perfect little hijo. I was valedictorian 

all d way frm kindergarten 2 my university days. I slacked off a bit in Law 
School where 2 d utter disappointment of my parents, I fell in <3 w/ 

another boy. 

It wasn’t really his P3NIS d@ bothered them. There were medicines 2 
correct d@ minor inconvenience. 

His family wasn’t even really poor. Truth 2 tell they were just as upper 

middle-class as mine. D real problem was d@ his family didn’t have d 
same political leanings. My boyfriend n his family shunned d New Cities—

n not wanting 2 live in d New Cities was perhaps d worst social sin 

imaginable. It left u socially CASTRATED n losing ur social cojones was 
much, much worse than losing d real thing. 

My <3r’s father was an old-school journalist who blogged ’bout hoW 

AUTHENTICALLY FAKE d New Cities were, n hoW its shallow promise 
of wealth n prosperity was really nothing but a bit bucket 4 d soul. His 

mother was a rabble-rouser who encouraged workers 2 reap d benefits of 

their work, instead of exporting them cheaply 2 gated high-tech 
communities. 

My mother couldn’t understand my attraction. “They r so proudly 

proletarian,” she sniffed. “Every tym I c them, I have 2 roll my eyes. Look 
hoW fat his parents are. Only poor people r fat these days. Hijo, think ’bout 

it, @ least they’re not starving. No 1 is hungry anymore. Every1 who wants 
2 be beautiful is beautiful. There’s no need 4 revolution.” 

“But u don’t really know them! They r not poor!” I protested. “Please 

just meet them, just once.” I begged. “I <3 him.” 
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“Hay naku hijo, being poor is not ’bout money, it’s a state of mind. They 

r just sooooo déclassé. Understand me, u never <3 just a person, u don’t get 

hitched to just 1 person.” She said. “Relationships are always a group thing 
–- people come w/ family, friends, etc, etc. These others r not always d best 

sort so choose ur <3 wisely.” 

“So I can’t <3 anyone I want?” I objected. “Is what I want n what I <3 
important @ all?” 

My mother didn’t understand my question. “Well, I <3 u n there is no 

space 4 any1 else.” She said. “Success depends on <3ing n hating d right 
people. Choose who u <3 n choose wisely. Ur life depends on it, n certainly 

ur INHERITANCE does.” 

My mother was not 1 2 threaten idly. 

 

Life Hack # VIII: A good brain is incompatible w/ a good heart.  

What is d square root of existenZe? If u r 1 of d lucky 1s, u have no 
mortal fear of material discomfort, but not me. It was not enough for me 2 b 

alive. I had 2 LIVE. 

(@_@) 
I remMbR my fragile soul being scared all of a sudden, scared n 

uncertain ’bout what 2 do. Then on my way home I saw a stooped old man 

push an ice cream cart in front of me. He struggled uphill pushing his cart 
of 5000 Flavour Dodo Pops as d callous, UNCARING WORLD passed him 

by, f*cking dead-as-a-Dodo Pops. D@t was my future. D@’s when d light 

bulb turned on inside my head—my own DARK EPIPHANY. 
What I really wanted in life, 4 myself, 4 my own happiness was “non 

gradus anus rodentum”. What I <3d myself was not worth a rat’s ass. I had 

2 <3 what every1 else <3d, want what every1 else wanted. If not I’d be 
poor n pushing Dodo Pops up a very big hill 4 d rest of my miserable life. 

I decided then n there d@ I needed 2 make my parents happy, 2 apply 

myself n make something out of my future. 
“Never decide 4 urslf,” my mother always said. “D wisdom of d crowds 

is infallible.”  

I pulled out my phone n set up a poll on my profile page. Yes, I stopped 
being selfish n finally let d world decide 4 me. All it took was a Dodo Pop. 

D feeling was heady n liberating, like ur first orga$m. 
Eow world! Wot shld I do w/ my life?  

1. Go 2 post-graduate school  

2. Trade-up d ball-n-chain  
3. Nothing  
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My survey said d@ I shld dump my boyfriend, which I did d@ same 

evening. He tried in vain 2 tell me hoW much he <3d me but somehoW d@ 

wasn’t worth as much 2 me anymore. I needed 2 prove 2 myself d@ I could 
b like every1 else. I quit <3 cold turkey. Still, my ex didn’t understand what 

happened. He made a very public, very n00b threat 2 take his life. 

Un4tun@ely 4 him, I was already plugged in 2 my new social world. All I 
wanted now was 2 b part of d SWARM. 

I told him d@ he was yesterday’s news n I couldn’t downgrade 2 my 

previous version. I left him crying by d side of d street. Once safely home, I 
tweeted him again 2 remind him d@ our little chapter was finished. I 

removed all my posts ’bout him. I even took down d sex tape d@ we’d 

been so proud of. It was now tym 2 move on. 
Thick face = check. Black heart = on. 

A few months l8r, I heard d@ something terrible had happened 2 him. 1 

of my friends had posted it so gruesomely on his status update. I guess even 
back then I felt a little GUILTY 4 his tragedy, @ least on some level. 

Maybe I shldn’t have dated so soon after we broke up. But what could I do? 

My mother had set me up w/ d son of her amiga. 
We all make our own CHOICES in life. He made his choice when he 

jumped off d@ building. I made mine when I unfriended his memorial 

page. I couldn’t bear 2 attend his funeral. 
“Such is life. <3rs come n go but mommy will always <3 u.” My mother 

consoled. Then she took me shopping. 

My indiscretion was quickly hushed up. However despite my parent’s 
best efforts, social media was a difficult animal 2 control. My ex’s parents 

saw 2 d@. They flooded d blogs, d 4ums n every online media outlet 

possible w/ stories ’bout hoW their son had been so lucky 2 have been w/ 
some1 who supported libertarian ideas, some1 who could think 4 himself n 

choose what’s right. They posted n promoted every picture n every video 

where I lambasted d New Cities n made fun of my parent’s social climbing. 
My parents, my friends n my school were all mortified. 4 my poor 

judgment n conduct unbecoming, I was duly punished, socially gang-raped 

by every1, online n off. 
My wide circle of SCHADENFREUNDs n FRENEMIES all abandoned 

me. Every1 was still horribly polite but no 1 sat next 2 me in d cafeteria. No 
1 commented on my posts anymore. No 1 sent me any TXTs. No 1 wanted 

2 have sex w/ me, no matter hoW much I sexted. I = SOCIAL LEPER. 

My university debated 4 a loNG tym on what 2 do ’bout my case. 
Eventually they let me graduate. I was d best in my class n I always had 
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perfect grades, but it was d oldest, most prestigious feeder school 2 d New 

Cities. I shld have been d Valedictorian, but as it was, I was lucky 2 have 

been given Cum Laude @ all (or maybe it wasn’t luck but d new 
auditorium d@ my parents funded). I didn’t care anymore. I was already 

starting 2 feel DEAD INSIDE. 

K, so I know it’s hard 2 feel sorry 4 a f*cking Cum Laude, believe me I 
know. But d reality was 2 be selected 2 b in 1 of d New Cities, u had 2 have 

d best paper qualifications. My mother dearest, d broken-hearted parent d@ 

she was, said d@ Cum Laude was just not gud enough. I remMbR her 
crumpling my award n throwing it in2 a waste bin. Since then I’ve always 

associated d noise of crushing paper w/ d sound of DEFEAT. It made me 

feel like d@ proverbial girl who lost 100 kilos but still felt fat. 
It’s been my pet paranoia ever since. 

Service Announcement: Pls read dis End User License Agreement 

b4 continuing—  
BTW, let me stop 4 a moment 2 remind u d@ if u are already in a New 

City, don’t be a N00B, u have 2 keep dis rant 2 urself. Don’t even share it 

w/ ur wife or children—not if u want ur family 2 remain residents. WORDS 
R DANGEROUS so bury dis as soon as u read it. Bury it deep in an 

encrypted file d@ they cannot open. No sense is far, far more common than 

common sense. U have 2 f*cking remMbR d@. If u get careless, it’s not 
going 2 b on my head. 

In public think gud thoughts, happy thoughts 24x7, n toe d line. 

Oh, since u r reading dis, frm now on u’ll have 2 avoid d memory holes. 
U know, d hooded chairs they put in public places d@ look like they’re frm 

a hair salon? D Ruling Party has placed these devices everywhere so u can 

dispose of dangerous n unproductive thoughts. They will force u 2 use them 
if they find u reading dis. Sorry. 

:-X 

Funny thing is, in d New Cities, most people WIPE THEIR MINDS 
clean willingly, just as easily as they delete their browser history. But 4 d 

sake of d future, some1 needs 2 keep a record of unhappiness, of pain, of 

dissent. So whoever u r, if u can read dis Easter Egg, keep it close n away 
frm those holes. Illicit knowledge, like illicit sex, has its own value. 

I knew d@ my parents had entered me in2 d New Cities Lottery. 
However @ d@ tym I was certain d@ my indiscretion n my “poor” 

academic record would keep me frm getting in. Instead I applied 2 a 

prestigious local law firm which hired me almost as soon as they read my 
resume. On d day I received my 1st pay, I brought my parents 2 d 
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swankiest restaurant in town. I told them ’bout a huge litigation case d@ 

I’d been assigned 2 n hoW it would certainly get my name in d local media 

circuit. @ d@ point, I was so sure d@ they would be proud of me. 
Sadly, dinner didn’t turn out as I expected. Instead of being excited, my 

mother cried d whole tym n my father just kept silent. They both fiddled w/ 

their silverware or looked @ what d other diners were eating. They did 
everything 2 avoid talking 2 me. 

Wotever I had achieved on my own wasn’t enough 2 compensate 4 

missing d Lottery. My education had been too expensive 4 me 2 f*ck up. 
My actions cost me my spot as Valedictorian n being Valedictorian all d 

way frm pre-school would have ensured my place. In dis overcrowded, 

hyper-competitive world, my parents said there was no room 4 youthful 
mistakes. “Some1 will ALWAYS be ready 2 take ur place” my father 

repeated endlessly. N @ d@ tym, we all believed d@ I’d already forfeited 

mine. 
:@ 

Desperate 4 their attention, I offered 2 get married 2 a woman – any1 

d@ they wanted me 2 wed n d 2 of us would have sons d@ would carry my 
father’s n mother’s names, pretentiously hyphenated of course, as was d 

fashion among their set. But they just stared @ me blankly, hunched over 

their expensive, uneaten meal. They were weighed down too heavily by d 
burden of my FILIAL DISAPPOINTMENT, something whose extent I just 

couldn’t seem 2 fathom. 

“Wot’s d point?” I remMbR my mother asking, as she crushed a face 
blotter in2 a tiny ball. “By d tym they get old enough 4 d Lottery I would b 

dead. Lourdes’ daughter got her number 2day. Nestor’s son n his family left 

4 a New City last week, d@ chi-chi one on a cloud, floating 50Km over d 
sea. Every1 I know has a son or daughter who got in. I don’t even want 2 

look @ their updates anymore. I just feel so small.” 

I don’t remMbR hoW my dinner really tasted d@ evening. Wotever it 
was we had ordered, all I could recall was d metallic tang of BITTERNESS 

in my mouth. My words just trickled through their minds like water on a 

sieve. 
Despite their disapproval, I actually enjoyed my brief working tym in d 

3rd World. 4 once in my life I actually felt like wot I was doing meant 
something. I fought corruption in d local government. I went after 

companies d@ polluted d environment n I spent a lot of tym defending d 

man on d street. I was a proverbial big fish in a small pond n, despite my 
youth, I quickly rose 2 d rank of partner. On d side, I dated whomever I felt 
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like dating, f*cked whoever I pleased. Of course, my parents pretended not 

2 notice. 

I guess u could say d@ @ d@ tym I was happy (although 2 be honest I 
never really understood wot d word “happy” really meant). Sadly, dis 

utopia of sorts wasn’t meant 2 last. D philosopher Boethius once said d@: 

“For in all adversity of Fortune, the worst sort of misery is to have been 
happy.”  

It was certainly d case 4 me. 

 

Life Hack # VII: Your worst possible punishment is to get exactly what 

you want.  
I still remMbR d@ life-changing day when I got d note telling me d@ 

my number was up. I had just turned 19. It was a Thursday. I was reading 

Consolatio Philosophiae on my tablet when d mail alert popped up on my 

screen. 
:O 

“Congratulations!” d message said. “You have been selected to be the 

One in Ten. Please find the Instructions for Residency attached. Read 
through the acknowledgement form and kindly tick the box when 

completed.” It was all very nice n officious. 

Somehow I’d made it 2 a New City, even w/ just a Cum Laude. 
D file size 4 d attachment was over 2 TB in size n d@ was just 4 d TXT 

portion alone. F*ck, who had tym 2 read all d@; let alone on a screen? I 

had thought something so important would have @ least merited a hard 
copy, but I suppose there’s a reason postal services closed so loNG ago. 

I checked d acknowledgement box n they assigned me a unit code: 

Horse<3r Fat. D@ was it. My future = made. 
“We only have 5 years 2 prepare!” my mother shrieked excitedly, as her 

fingers flew over her phone. My parent’s loNG n expensive investment in 

my education had finally bore fruit. Within 10 minutes her entire social 
circle had heard of my selection. “My son is d 1 in 10!” bragged her l8st 

update, “I have never been so proud of him!” She was so overcome w/ 

emotion; she had 2 go shopping 2 calm down. 
As 4 myself, I’d never felt so over-educated in my life. I spent an hour 

in d bathroom throwing up. I puked out wotever d hell was left of my soul. 
D@ was also when I started jacking digital narcs—Virtual Valium, Online 

Opiates, Electric Ayahuasca. It was d only way I knew 2 clear my f*cked-

up head. 
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D first thing I needed 2 do was 2 get married. D New Cities were not 

homophobic. There were no laws saying u couldn’t b a man D@ <3d men. 

In theory I could have still married a guy n had kids in vitro. But there were 
written laws n unwritten 1s n usually, it’s wot’s not written d@ really 

matters. 

My mother, d f*cking practical saint d@ she was, insisted d@ a 
traditional marriage would better my prospects. I didn’t really care anymore 

so I just followed her wishes. She rang up all d marriage bureaus she could 

find, asking them 2 send crawler after crawler in2 d ether of marriage-
worthy dating profiles. 

Eventually, my mother found 2 matches d@ she felt suited my 

temperament. 1 was a quintilingual (occasionally bisexual) lesbian New 
Media artist w/ a Doctorate in Visual Media frm MIT. D other was a girl 

who held more degrees in advanced medicine than there were diseases 2 

study. Her main selling points were (a) her Harvard education n (b) d@ she 
used 2 b a man. 

I chose d self-identified lesbian. I felt d@ as an artist, she could 

commiserate w/ my situation n I thought d@ perhaps we could @ least b 
friends. 

Looking back now, I still think I made d safe choice. 4 d first decade of 

our marriage I actually enjoyed my wife’s company. Through d wonders of 
artificial insemination, we had a son after our 1st year. A year l8r we had a 

daughter. On our 5th year together, our application 2 d Condominium 

Development Board was accepted n we finally moved 2 1 of d New Cities. 

 

Life Hack # VI: Everywhere Life is full of fakery.  

I had been a high-flying lawyer in d Third World. In my New City, I 
worked as a “Paralegal Management Consultant” 4 a large multinational 

Applications Development company. D truth was they took in migrants like 

me 2 do d shitty, repetitive work d@ d Richie Rich citizens didn’t want. 
I was, however, paid quite handsomely. On my 1st payday, my mother 

revealed hoW many decimal places there were on my pay check n there 

was a huge uproar in d virtual tambays, d hangouts where my old 
schoolmates lurked. 

My new firm ran a subscription service d@ reviewed all d fine print of 
consumer contracts. We had a system 2 alert subscribers ’bout privacy or 

liability issues d@ they needed 2 b aware of. I specialized in d End-User 

License Agreements 4 software applications. Whenever u downloaded an 
application, we reviewed d legal fine print. Every day I managed a virtual 
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team of lawyers who scanned through 1000s of EULAs flagging any 

questionable terms n conditions so lazy f*ckers like u didn’t have 2. 

D thing was, I never did any actual work. In d New Cities, Managers = 
Work Nannies. Everything was crowd sourced 4 peanuts frm 3rd World 

lawyers. I got 2 do wotever I wanted 2, as long as d work slaves from d 

lower pecking orders did theirs. 
Some days I just MAS2RB8ED in my cubicle. Mostly I jacked in2 my 

Virtual Valium n fell asleep. I never got scared of getting caught. My boss 

was always overseas n d cubicle walls were so high I rarely saw my co-
workers. 

Sometyms, I just pretended 2 be asleep. I would lie face down on my 

desk pretending d@ I had died. It was my theatrical reaction 2 d endless 
permutations of emptiness in my life, a realization of 1 of my favourite 

mottos: “Quando omni flunkus moritati” - if all else fails, PLAY DEAD. 

1 day I overdosed on my jacking, maybe I shldn’t have mixed d Electric 
Ayahuasca w/ D opiates after my 8 high-ball lunch, or maybe I was just 

brain damaged. Wotever it was I got looped in2 a really BAD TRIP. 

Somehow I had transformed in2 a monkey pounding out 1 sentence after 
another on an old Underwood typewriter. I was in a gigantic red room w/ 

1,000,000s of other monkeys, all of whom were producing endless amounts 

of gibberish on a never-ending supply of paper. D cacophony of clicking 
keys was deafening n I wanted them all 2 stop. 

>.< 

Thank gudness I was used 2 managing chaotic monkeys. I did it every 
day @ work. D trick was 2 identify some1 in d local team d@ all d worker 

bees would listen 2, n then get him 2 do ur bidding. 

I scanned d room looking 4 d tell-tale signs of leadership. In d dead 
centre of everything I noticed a stocky monkey who sported bigger, more 

dignified ears than normal. When dis sexy beast stood up, he stood erect n 

tall. When he moved, his movements were relaxed n purposeful. All of 
which I knew were d nonverbal signs of credibility n competence. I called 

out 2 him n politely asked 4 his help. 

He was indeed, d leader of d monkeys. He came up 2 me n b4 I could 
speak he told me d@ I was his l8st special pr0ject. 

“Never in my infinite years,” he said, “have I met a someone with such 
an endless capacity for cognitive dissonance.”  

“Ooooh… u can talk? Kewl accent Mr. Monkey-face.” I nattered, 

slipping in2 an odd sort of daze. “So… wot d f*ck does d@ mean?” 
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“It means that you have lived your life balanced precariously between 

conflicting ideas, beliefs, values and emotions, too paralyzed to make 

choices.” He explained, in his quaint, archaic English. “You simply hide 
your confusion brilliantly behind a façade of rudeness and apathy.”  

“D@’s not true,” I protested. “U don’t even know me.” 

“Consider this,” he asked. “When was the last time you acknowledged 
something was your fault? When was the last time you actually took a 

stand?”  

In my drugged out state, I didn’t know wot 2 say. My f*cking Trip-
Master Monkey was right. More than anything else, I knew d@ I had 

impeccable credentials 4 indifference. I wanted 2 punch his stupid monkey 

face. 
“You are a veritable font of self-justifications!” He said. “I am so 

excited to meet you because you are the paradigm for Everyman in your 

society. Like Holden Caulfield, you should be preserved for posterity.”  
He handed me a sheaf of typewritten papers n told me 2 read it in d 

privacy of my home. A big red “Secret” sign was stamped across d top. 

“Wot is it?” I asked, “More pop-psychology mojibake?” 
“It’s a summary of the Instructions for Residency you agreed to when 

your number came up. Read it and you will know what being the One in 

Ten really means.”  
“I’d wanted 2 read it b4. But I figured it would take me @ least a decade 

2 go through d fine print,” I said. “It was easier 2 just tick d acceptance 

box.” 
“Then you better read this abridged version.” D monkey said. “You 

know what they say before making any purchase: Buyer Beware.”  

“Dis makes no sense!” I yelled. “U don’t make sense. U might as well b 
talking in Klingon or Hebrew!” 

“No that is all in order,” he said dourly. “.siht ekil ti gniyas eb d’uoy, 

werbeH ni erew siht fI”  
“Wot?” 

When I woke up I’d left a big pool of drool on my desk. Next 2 it was d 

sheaf of typewritten papers I had received frm d strange monkey. 
Somehow, it had made its way frm my narcodream 2 reality. I slid them in2 

my bag n messaged my boss d@ I would leave work early. My jacking had 
really gotten out of hand. I couldn’t tell wot was real anymore. 

Bad, BAD MONKEY… 
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Life Hack # V: Sex is war.  

I came home 2 find my wife in bed w/ another man. I closed d door 

quietly n let them finish their business. D man left discreetly by d back 
door. He was our neighbour frm 2 floors below. 

“I thought you were mostly lesbian?” I asked her, as she lit up an 

electronic cigarette. 
“U n I have an arrangement.” She said, blowing a fine mist of vaporized 

propylene glycol @ my face. “I have needs. U r never available, so I have 2 

FIND MY WAY OR MAKE 1. It’s really none of ur business.” 
“U have an arrangement w/ my parents.” I corrected her. “But I thought 

we were friends.” 

“We r,” she said, as she crumpled an empty refill in her hand. “He’s not 
ur type. Otherwise I would have shared.” 

D@ night we ate our dinner of mystery meat in silence. My salary was 

huge compared 2 wot lawyers in d 3rd World were paid. But life in d New 
Cities was expensive. 2 b successful u had 2 put up appearances. Despite 

our double income, we barely scraped by every month. Mystery meat was 1 

convenient way of stretching our budget. 
No 1 really complained. In fact no 1 ever said anything @ all during 

meal tyms. 4 d life of me I can’t remMbR d last tym we had a real family 

conversation. @ meals I usually read my e-books or surfed p0rn. My wife 
was always glued 2 her gossip boards, while my kids seemed 2 have been 

born plugged into d SWARM. 

I took a loNG look @ my son n my daughter n smiled. They would 
never ever experience wot I had gone through. Yes, I was 1 lucky bastard—

both of them were beautiful. Somehow our imperfect marriage had 

produced 2 children w/ perfect genes. My mother really knew hoW 2 shop 
4 anything,—even potential DNA donors. It was a better legacy than any 

trust fund; n 4 us, they were our ticket 2 a cushy retirement. 

As soon as they grew up n got married 2 full citizens, we needed 2 wait 
only 10 years. Then we could apply 4 citizenship ourselves. D Department 

of Social Development would take care of us in our old age. D kids would 

not have 2 lift a perfect finger. We just needed them 2 keep liking us n 
more importantly, we needed tym. 

 

Life Hack # IV: Life is fair only if you have money.  

Now comes d tym when I tell u wot being d 1 in 10 really means. 

Bullshit baffles d brain so I will just go straight 2 d point. Do u know where 
d word “decimation” comes frm? 
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It’s derived frm Latin n means d “removal of a tenth”. In Roman tyms it 

was a form of military discipline used by d army 2 punish mutinous 

soldiers. A unit selected 4 decimation was divided in2 groups of 10; each 
group drew lots, n d soldier on whom d lot fell was EXECUTED by his 9 

comrades. 

When u n I ticked d@ acknowledgment, d@’s wot we signed up 4. We r 
d 1 in 10 selected 4 sacrifice, a social class pre-selected 4 deletion shld d 

system run out of resources. It was all in d papers d monkeys had given me. 

If there was a war, we would b d first 2 be repurposed, transformed 2 
disposable anti-virus grunts. If overpopulation becomes a problem, we 

would b d first 2 get written over. If there was anything @ all d@ needed 

society 2 choose between a citizen n d 1 in 10, there was no argument—we 
had already “volunteered” 2 b selected. 

D:< 

Wait, there’s more. There is Justice n there is d New Cities’ brand of 
Justice. Like most civilized places, all crimes demanded punishment. But if 

u had real money—d kind d@ got ur profile in finance magazines – 

“Justice” could b more flexible. No matter hoW serious d charge, as a 
valued member of d Cities’ economic engine, u could choose 1 of our 

number 2 take d punishment in ur stead. 

Don’t worry dear reader. If u are part of d 1 in 10, no 1 will force u 2 b a 
whipping boy. RemMbR d unit number u were assigned 2 when u first 

joined? Whenever there is a need 4 a volunteer, they will flash d@ unit 

number on all ur screens. If u click d banner, it means u accept. U will 
become d 1 in 10 4 1 final tym. 

All of dis sounds awful right? But if u are selected, ur family becomes 

f*cking SET 4 LIFE – immediate citizenship 4 ur spouse n children; free 
education 4 d kids n a guaranteed pension 4 ur family. No waiting tym 

whatsoever. 4 many, it’s an offer they simply can’t refuse. 

 

Life Hack # III: If u want 2 live listen 2 what I say.  

If u r d 1 in 10, never ever let ur guard down. Trust no 1. If there is 1 

thing d@ I can tell u 2 save ur life, it’s dis. Be as nondescript as possible, 
obscurity = security. Stop publicly liking things no 1 else does. Do not 

share ur true emotions. HIDE UR DESIRES. 
When u’re young all u want 2 do is 2 get noticed. But listen 2 me. 1 day 

u’ll pass a point when all u want 2 do is 2 be invisible, 2 blend in—2 

disappear. U work so hard 4 d New Cities 2 pick u then u’ll spend all ur 
tym hoping they won’t. 
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But above all, PROTECT UR IN4M@ION. N never, ever leave ur 

equipment unattended. Not even @ home. No 1 is really ur friend or really 

ur enemy. In dis world w/ too many connections, real <3 n true hate don’t 
exist. There is only d fatal static of indifference which paralyzes ur soul like 

a neurotoxin. D@ numbness is d allegorical grass where all devil snakes lie 

n wait. 
o_0 

I was so busy w/ my unfulfilling work d@ I failed 2 c d@ my wife’s 

career was imploding. Art was more vicious than contact sports n if u were 
an artist n ur works were no loNGer in favour, u suffered d worst fate d@ 

could ever befall a creator: u became IRRELEVANT. 

I hadn’t noticed d@ her portfolio hadn’t been updated in 2 years. She 
hadn’t been featured in any exhibits 4 loNGer than d@. I even 

misinterpreted her growing addiction 2 casual sex as some new Per4mance 

Art pr0ject, instead of as d CRY 4 HELP d@ it probably was. 
In hindsight, I shld have been worried when d f*cking mystery meat 

started appearing every week. I knew d@ money was tight, but I had no 

idea d@ her grant money had stopped. No 1 ever told me n I never asked. 
We just sat together @ each meal twiddling w/ our devices. 

I guess d@’s d curse of social media—we updated our profiles every 

day, but no 1 f*cking cares wot we post. We tell d whole world wot we 
think. But we’re only interested in wot d world thinks of us. VOICES 

RANT ON. There is no f*cking CONVERS@ION. 

We never really talked. I guess we still don’t. 
I woke up l8 1 morning, after a loNG night of drinking n sex camming 

online w/ a multitude of strangers. In my rush 2 catch d city shuttle, I left 

my old tablet on my nightstand. 
My wife broke my password easily. I had no idea d@ my unit number 

was flashing on my screen. I had no idea d@ she had read d monkey’s 

stupid papers (kids, never ever leave anything marked “Secret” in plain 
sight). 

Worse, I had no idea she would ever click on that innocuous little 

banner… 

 

Life Hack # II: Reality, like morality, is relative.  
I once knew some1 who worked @ d Department of Defence. She told 

me d@ d New Cities had a worldwide network of satellites tracking each n 

every f*cking person on d planet. D@’s why they already knew d@ I liked 
2 work l8. They knew d@ d early evening would be d best tym 2 pick me 
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up. They knew there would be a minimum number of witnesses n d@ I 

would be so tired, I’d come w/ d least amount of fuss. 

“Congratulations!” d officer frm d Department of Social Development 
said when he n his team showed up @ my cubicle. “You are the One in 

Ten!” ☺ 

In retrospect I shld have felt mad or @ d very least—scared, but I felt 
nothing @ all. 

EVERY1 knew I was in custody (even if they didn’t know why). Yet no 

1 called or visited. No 1 so much as posted an update ’bout me. No 1 said 
good-bye. Every1 just pretended I didn’t exist. 

D prison psychiatrist told me not 2 worry ’bout my kids. They were 

already busy reading d profiles of possible stepfathers. “I suppose I shld be 
f*cking grateful 4 their resilience,” I thought, as I crumpled their perfect 

pictures in my hand. 

As a consolation my jailers said d@ by “volunteering” I saved a child 
frm Death Row –- some Billionaire’s spoiled little 16 yo who suffered frm 

extreme affluenza. D boy got high 1 fine summer day n killed 42 people in 

cold blood. 
I guess the moral here is dun do drugs unless yr daddy’s filthy rich. 

Mine just wasn’t rich enough 2 save me. 

(So dis is hoW it ends. Not w/ a bang nor a whimper, just ur soul torn 
asunder w/ an Epic Digital Death Trip.)  

RemMbR d@ drugged out hallucination I had in my cubicle? On my last 

night on death row, I had another really bad trip. D thing was I hadn’t 
jacked in 4 weeks but strangely, I hadn’t had any withdrawals. I knew my 

jailers must have been dosing my food. I wouldn’t b surprised if my parents 

had bribed d guards to do dis. All things considered, I knew my folks still 
<3 me on some level. 

In my final narco-nightmare my Trip-Master Monkey came back 2 me 

in my cell. 
“You don’t seem to be too upset about your impending deletion.” He 

observed. 

“My LIFE SUCKS,” I said. “Always has n always will; @ least dis way 
I know d@ it ends cleanly n painlessly.” 

“That is too cynical for someone who has yet to reach his 33rd 
birthday.”  

“I will never reach 33.” 

“The vagaries of Fortune visit everyone, and you are by no means the 
worst of her victims.”  
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“Who d f*ck cares? I never did anything bad. I did wot every1 told me 2 

do but I still got punished anyway. Now they’ve taken everything away.” 

“All the things u have been given—your place in this magnificent city, 
your high-paying job, your beautiful family, they were never really yours to 

begin with. You only have your mind. That is the one thing that is 

absolutely and irrevocably yours.”  
“Really?” I asked. “Well f*ck d@! We gave d@ up a loNG tym ago 4 d 

hive mind of d SWARM. Why shld I think when d world will do it 4 me? 

They r thinking 4 me right now.” 
“But you still ask questions. The faculties are still there. With your mind 

anything is possible.” He said. 
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“2moro I’ll b dead as a Dodo Pop.” I reminded him. “There r no 

possibilities 4 d dead.” 

“A good mind is a terrible thing to waste, the cliché goes, but it’s true. 
There is a higher purpose to all of this.”  

“If there is, I can’t c it.” I mused, as I crumpled another photo in2 d most 

miniscule ball possible. “HoW much does re-purposing hurt?” 
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“The sleep algorithm mimics sodium thiopental. It will put you in a 

coma.” He answered. 

“No change then. My whole life = coma.” I said. “I’m glad it’ll b over 
soon.” 

“This is not necessarily the end.” He said, handing me a strange 

computer tablet. “Here, leave a message.”  
“Why? Can u get me out of here?” 

“This is a drug hallucination, a glitch in the system, and you are talking 

to a monkey.” He reminded me. 
4 some reason I laughed, I laughed until my sides hurt. It was d first real 

emotion I’d felt in years. “Dis is like d@ old Terry Gilliam film Brazil.” I 

said. 
“No, it’s more like a Philip K. Dick story.”  

“Who is Philip K. Dick?” I asked. 

“He was a brilliant metaphysical writer.” He answered solemnly, as he 
started 2 disappear back 2 wherever he came frm. “One of his pseudonyms 

was ‘Horse Lover Fat’. Quite a coincidence don’t you think?”  

I could think of nothing 2 say. But 4 once d ballad of my narcorrido let 
me down w/ a gud trip. 4 no real reason I could fathom, I woke up feeling 

oddly @ peace. Dis tym I was really awake, perhaps 4 d very 1st tym in my 

life. Now I knew who n wot I really was, n wot my place was in dis sad, 
mad world. 

 

Life Hack # I: U’ll never get out of life alive—so LIVE while you still 

can.  
Why d f*ck do they use Latin in d New Cities? Latin’s a dodo-dead 

language, d@’s why. It’s all ’bout FORM, all ’bout ELEGANCE n most of 
all, it’s all ’bout CONTROL. 

Let me tell u a little secret. I have a secret affectation 4 Latin. It was my 

favourite subject @ school. I have always been fascinated by hoW a dead 
language could somehow be subverted n live on after d death of its 

civilization. If I ever wrote a script 4 a zombie movie, I would have d 

zombies speak only Latin. It’s d lingua franca of d living dead. Let me tell 
u another secret. Just like zombies, Latin is not really dead. Language = 

Life, n life always finds a way. Someday WORDS will find a way 2 break 
d system n f*ck them all. 

I 4got 2 tell u d@ my Trip-Master Monkey offered me a job after I died. 

HoW weird is d@? He said d@ I could come n work 4 his Infinite Library, 
an impossible place where everything d@ has ever been written n will ever 
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be writ was kept 4 posterity. If I wanted 2, I could become a junior 

inquisitor 4 his Lingua Mortuus gallery. Too bad it’s all just a hallucination. 

But hey, if u r reading dis, then perhaps dis last trip wasn’t fiction @ all. 
Maybe my nouveau riche parents slipped me dis tablet hoping I’d say 

goodbye. Or maybe I’m just f*cked up in d head. Maybe u—my dear 

reader of dis sentence—exists only while reading me. 
But wot do I know? 

If u r reading dis death sentence, dis DEAD SENTENCE is my body. 

But something of me is alive, I hope, dancing in d electricity of ur brain. 
It’s my last WORD. 

May my flesh turn in2 words n dwell among u. 

Jejejejejejejejejejejeje…. 
I don’t believe in an afterlife. I don’t believe in happy ever after. 

Sometyms u just die n there’s NO F*CKING REDEMPTION @ ALL. 

Stay out of d New Cities. Don’t be a bit in d Swarm’s noösphere. It’s not 
worth wotever it is u consider ur soul. Just live now, <3 now, n (if you want 

to) f*ck ur brains out. D@’s all u really have. D@’s all u will ever really 

get. 
B4 uploading to d New City, my ethnicity was PINOY. My ancestors 

used 2 greet each other w/ d phrase “Mabuhay ka!” which sadly, no 1 ever 

uses anymore. I use 2 <3 d@ greeting as a kid, it means 2 “Live!” n I think 
it’s d best wish u could ever give anybody. 

Eow dear reader, “MABUHAY KA”. 

Live free, n live like u mean it.  
My name was Alan Walang-Turing. I was a 5-year conditional resident 

of d New Cities. My unit number was Horse<3r Fat. I worked as a 

paralegal consultant 4 a multinational applications development company. I 
had a wife, a son, n a daughter. But who I was—who I m—is 

inconsequential. I’m just migrant slave labour, an immigrant second-class 

citizen. I’m a placeholder. I am filler text. 
I could have been any 1. 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisicing elit…  

I M D 1 IN 10. 
My Dev/Null Executioners r right outside my door. Ave atque vale. 

 
 



 

 

 


